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Model Magnet Philosophy: Intro

Hi, I’m Rion Williams, author of ‘Mens Guide to Women’ and 
‘Dewussification of the American Male’.  I’ll be speaking at Cliff’s 
List Convention 2006 this summer amongst the world’s top PUA’s.

I want to thank you for signing up for my email newsle�er and for 
taking the steps forward to make an improvement in this area of 
your life.  You are on the right path.

The desire for beautiful women, sex and the desire and connection 
you feel of being alive (with them) is unparalleled.  In short, it’s 
a huge chunk of life and the rewards you can live/experience are 
priceless.

And despite whatever has happened in your past I want to let you 
know that women want sex just as much as men but they have to 
be more selective for a reason; and it’s NOT based on looks alone.

A�raction is not the same with both sexes, rather there is a delicate 
balance that is equally as strong on both sides.  If a�raction was the 
same for both sexes, we probably wouldn’t be here today.

In fact, with what I am going to teach you in this free ebook, the 
Model Magnet philosophy will help you to have favor amongst 
(desirable) women more than the abundant feminine beauty 
around us.  

You can see a profound change in your life just by integrating the 
information in this ebook and see noticeable responses.



I can teach you to become ‘THE MAN’ even if you never were 
before.  To women, this man is very rare and they KNOW when 
they see him.  

She is already sold and there is no having to ‘talk her into it’.  I’m 
going to let you in on what I believe to be the most powerful actual 
SYSTEM for a�raction.  

Because it’s the first system to put a�raction into actual diagrams, 
the truth is finally seen and that power is your massive favor and 
leverage to improve your game swi�ly.

You won’t have to ‘fight against’ negative energy but rather can go 
with the natural flow and have women a�racted (massively) to you 
who are already interested (o�en before you even see them).

It’s not a collection of pick-up lines or techniques, rather it’s the 
pure root of ‘what women want’ and how YOU can BE that man.  

If you can envelop just ‘SOME’ of these characteristics you will im-
prove your game probably severalfold; WAY more than a collection 
of pick-up lines or hot new techniques.

In this eBook alone you will gain a much clearer understanding of 
a�raction itself and you will start to see through all of the socio-
cultural B.S. that has go�en in the way and has prevented most of 
your success in the past (in fact it’s the root of the reason we have to 
learn this today).

The number of women today that are more beautiful, fascinating 
and powerful is greater than at any point in history.  The Model 
Magnet philosophy will teach you how to connect with and



respectfully deal with these women to give them what they want.

Most importantly you’re going to gain an awareness that you are 
the one that has to change, not women.  I will show you HOW to 
change and I will even show you how all successful ladies men 
succeed on actual charts.

Women are waiting for the right man to come along (for sex, etc.) 
and this can/will be you.  Countless women are ready to have fun.  
Are you ready to give them what they want?

This is the real mccoy.  This isn’t some one-sided variable soire of 
techniques.  Rather Model Magnet takes all aspects into account; 
biology, reality, female psychology and behavioural response, male 
psychology, history, social status, culture, it’s all-inclusive.

So join me on this exciting exploration into a paradigm or view of 
our world that will give you the absolute most success with wom-
en, because for the first time, this is the one system that DEFINES 
success with women.

I dare you to keep your mind open and discover a whole new 
reality for yourself.  

You have access to a power greater than you realize and it’s up to 
you to take advantage of it and become an uber-player so effective 
that women can’t see it coming (partly because you reach a level 
where you really do respect pleasing them).

Let’s go!

Rion Williams ‘the sage’



How Women See it All

Women WANT TO connect with normal, healthy people.  Espe-
cially men who are high on the entire character continuum as I’ll go 
into in detail.  She finds this man intriguing and different.  

This man of high character can be you if you choose to embrace this 
timeless (yet fresh) knowledge that I will be teaching.  Women have 
desires and hopes too.

It will still be up to man to lead the relationship along to where he 
wants it to inevitably go, but even this is easy to do simply because 
he’s in touch with the universal/natural knowledge and life.

A man who is high on the character continuum is living in his own 
independent reality.  He’s at the top of the independent scale and 
doesn’t make excuses for his behavior.  

He KNOWS he is going to offend some people but is exercising ev-
ery single opportunity and right to BE himself.  

He knows that it’s a free world and as long as he’s not violating 
anyone’s human dignity, he’s free to act as he pleases.  

Hopefully he is adding value tot he world instead of being a jerk 
but if he certain personality traits or opinions on things, he lets 
them be known.  

He easily disagrees with a woman who violates his reality simply 
because he is being himself and doesn’t need her or her approval.  
She’ll respect him for being himself and if she doesn’t like his be-
havior, then she can leave and he never got rejected anyways.



So the way women see men and potential mating choices is that 
they have to prequalify a man as much as they can before they get 
to know him.  

Ge�ing to know each and every guy that is desperately interested 
in her takes up too much time so women have to find ways to nar-
row the field to real prospects.

Because sex and love (and the origination of all life) is a two way 
street (men and women), there MUST be a�raction to get them to-
gether to mate.  Everyone is looking to mate and for men he knows 
he wants to mate when he sees a hot woman but women are differ-
ent.

They can’t just choose any horny unit that comes along.  They 
choose men based on their level of interest or a�raction from the 
very FIRST impression; and they accelerate that forward to judge.

She wants to find a man that she is so a�racted to that she can’t 
describe the feelings.  This is the man she is looking for and to 
find him she has to weed out through all of the losers who she has 
known through instinct and experience that she ISN’T a�racted to.

In order to pre-select and go through possible options fast, women 
enact naturally (and socially) what can be called ‘extrapolation’.  
This is done to judge and get a sense of each new possibility to see 
if he could be a match for her.

Sometimes she’ll be a�racted immediately and unexplicably to a 
certain type of man as I’ll explain.  But it’s the process of extrapola-
tion (basically picking out details about him and making intuitive 
judgments about his income, ability, status, level of trust, etc.) that a 
woman can be ruthless at...as we’ll find out:



She’s as Tough as a SGM: Extrapolation

Talking about extrapolation...women are so good at this.  In most 
cases they’ll find out everything they need to know without even 
talking to the guy just by picking up the details about his character 
and fast-forwarding it.  

When she gauges a man’s character (the stimulus) she will respond 
conscious and unconsciously to determine her level of a�raction for 
him as a response (to the stimulus of his character).  

What she does is pick apart all of the details to get a good idea of 
‘who’ he is.  Women are extremely good at this;

They’re like the gene machine in the movie ‘The 5th Element’ that 
takes a few molecules and constructs and entire being.

Today’s independent, empowered women have been approached 
countless times (and that’s every week).  They HAVE TO develop 
barriers and protective shields to weed out the losers.  

They are NOT naive a�er having the power, favor and choice in 
our society.  But they are just waiting for a real man of high charac-
ter.  That’s what they SAY they want and what they DO go for (I’ve 
already explained why the jerks are effective).

So when it comes to picking up details of a man; this either works 
in his favor or against him.  If you’ve got enough going on she 
might ‘give you a chance’ in her mind and see how high your char-
acter is through communicating with you.  

But let’s look at another analogy here; she is so good at judging 



character that everytime she meets a new guy in a social environ-
ment (ie. YOU); the whole process is like an E-5 promotion board 
and SHE’s the Sergeant Major.

When an E-4 Specialist goes in to a review board it’s ON.  He has to 
essentially SHOW his character and where he stands.  Is he squared 
away or not.  There’s no way they can learn every possible thing 
about him and his abilities as an NCO but they ‘learn enough’.

Let’s assume that the SGM had never seen the soldier before or rec-
ognized him (as there are 100’s of soldiers in a Ba�alion).  So when 
the E-4 promotable walks into the Promotion Board EVERY LITTLE 
DETAILS is assessed to determine whether this soldier is ‘squared 
away’ and worthy of the promotion or not.

If the soldier comes in fumbling, forgets basic drill & ceremony or 
courtesies, gets nervous, boots aren’t shined, shoelace hanging out, 
haircut isn’t to standard, has bad posture or a laicidaisical a�idue 
and just misses half of the questions.  

The more and more he screws up during that entire process (which 
includes interdependence), the more their original first impression 
will be confirmed.  

Even if he starts off with a great first impression but then just starts 
making mistakes and isn’t congruent with what an E-5 should be, 
then he could fail.

Most wussboys see a woman, start fumbling, get nervous and if 
they do interact their body is screwing everything up alone AND 
the way they’re saying the ‘magic pick up line’ that there is no way 
he is congruent with ‘being the man’ that she is looking for.



I like to reiterate this point right here.  You’re going to meet count-
less women in the future who have NEVER laid eyes on you before.  

The instant you walk around the corner or are in each other’s sight 
for the FIRST time, there’s a new opportunity (so forgot about past 
failures).  This is when she will become aware of your character.  
She will know if you are ‘faking it’ or not.  

When a man has a high character he IS who he IS before he walks 
around that corner and a�er he is done with a relationship with 
her.  He doesn’t change.  

He doesn’t have to put his game face on because he’s always com-
fortable and effective with such a high character status.  So when 
she sees him, she’ll pick that up instantly and when he does com-
municate with her he’s further proving his worth.  

He’s going to ‘pass’ with flying colors and then if she’s not taken 
or any other reason he could VERY easily get her contact informa-
tion (or give her his) or even take her somewhere else right then 
and there to another establishment and end up back at his place to 
‘hang out’.

You’ve heard before that men pick and women choose (I think it 
was Doc Love who said this).  That’s pre�y much accurate.  Some-
times it will skip straight to she chooses you; however in these cases 
she might be more empowered and independent than you’d like for 
the long term.  

She might (in her socially derived character) try to ‘own you’.  
Hardly anything to complain about for short-term right?



So back to the promotion board.  This is the type of man that when 
the brass is si�ing there ready to judge and extrapolate (they HAVE 
to off of some limited information) and the door is closed (visual-
ize this...they’ve never met before); he walks in with an air of con-
fidence at least that of an E-5 and even a slight cocky bounce in his 
step.  

Every li�le detail is right about him (and believe me there are A 
LOT of details to get right in the military), his hair is to standard, 
boots are spit-shined, his movements are perfect as with his con-
trolled body language and all this just helps make him ‘shine’.  

And this was before he even speaks.  The promotion board and 
SGM is ge�ing a strong impression that they already like this guy.  

They’re going to be a smidge more lenient if he misses one or two 
questions (he bought himself FAVOR!).  And basically he further 
goes on to PROVE that he really IS this guy.  

Their extrapolation and impressions were proved accurate, he pass-
es with flying colors and they made the right decision; this guy is 
congruent with that of what we expect and E-5 to be.  

Congratulations and he walks out in control with just a slight 
gleam in his eyes knowing that he had it covered anyways.  He 
doesn’t kiss the ground when he walks out, he maintains congru-
ency with his character.  

You CAN’T fake a review or promotion board.  You either HAVE IT 
or you DON’T.  Unfortunately too many men today just don’t know 
how to ‘pass’ her review board. 



 
They’re never going to get promoted to being with her because she 
is JUST AS HARSH as the SGM and the promotion board.  Guy’s 
can’t fake it.  

Let’s say that the SGM did see this particular soldier previously and 
he was leading his team in PT, saw him kick ass with character in 
the field, already got a medal for bravery, or whatever and he stuck 
out so much that the SGM DID remember him.  

That’s power and favor.  His strong character already had shown 
through and although they’ll still be strict, it’s just a confirmation of 
what the SGM thought; yep, he was squared away I knew it.  

And people like to be right.  How do you think women like to feel?  
They like to be right as well.  Confirm their initial judgment by BE-
ING that man and proving it to them.  

You cannot fake it.  Too many guys today are trying to fake it by 
trying to throw ‘pick up lines’ at women.  

The only time it does work is when he is at least congruent with 
it, HAS a character of being independent or even as that of a PUA, 
and triggers a doppler effect in the a�raction model anyways which 
will allow her to give him a chance.  

But if you DON’T have a strong/likeable character, she’s going to 
start making judgments off of you and ACTING accordingly.  I’ve 
seen it all the time in the Army.  

A new guy will come in or we’re on a mission with another group 
and there’s this one guy that just stands out in a bad sense.  It can 
be as li�le as fumbling with his ammo and reloading his weapon 



and instantly a SGT will start yelling at him and other guys will 
treat him poorly.  

Sometimes it’s unnecessary but what’s happening is that they’re 
RESPONDING off of the smallest extrapolated details.  I can name 
many other examples but I think you get my point.  

And a man who is known to already have character and positive 
leadership a�ributes, everyone will be more lenient on him.

So with women, if they see a guy that has a low character status, 
even without hearing him talk they’re going to TREAT him DIF-
FERENTLY than someone with high character.  

This happens pre�y much all of the time anyways.  A bum walks 
into a high end store and he’ll almost always be treated differently 
without anyone saying a word.  

That’s an extreme example but another angle on it because people 
ARE judging you and you are judging people.  

It’s especially important when it comes to women because when it 
comes to their potential relationships and who she’s going to share 
her hot body with, she’s going to be extremely judgmental and she 
SHOULD BE.  

Don’t give her the opportunity to dissing you or rejecting you and 
treating you differently just because you have a low character sta-
tus (when it comes to being around her which is all that ma�ers); 
just be the man of higher character all of the time and have favor on 
your side instead.

Even if a soldier is squared away all of the time but botches the 



promotion board, it’s too late (a lot of nice guys are like this around 
women as I show in the charts).  

The decision will be made and it is not in his favor.  You have to be 
congruent with who you are all of the time.  If you’re a sh*tbag of a 
soldier then you’d be�er get squared away or you won’t be ‘ge�ing 
any’ worthy promotion.  

You can get to E-4 but not E-5 by being a sh*tbag but with women, 
you don’t score by default.  So if you’re really low on the character 
status, you’re going to have to change (for your favor and for wom-
en).

You can’t trick or fool the promotion board...the few that some-
how do (by memorizing the right answers..or using pick up lines), 
it eventually comes back around at them anyways and they’ll fail 
the next one or something will happen or everyone just hates them 
anyways and they’re bullsh*�ing the leadership.  

A lot of seduction (NOT all of it) is essentially kind of like 
bullsh*�ing and faking the promotion board with women.

If you have the wrong energy (or screwing up in the field) women 
or other judgers will automatically assume that you are like that all 
of the time in all of what you do because it’s all they have to go off 
of.  

This whole study of extrapolation is actually quite accurate and can 
be known as women’s intuition.  Military people have go�en quite 
good at it too; VERY discerning of character.  

People will automatically assume many things based off of every 
li�le detail you’re giving them whether you think you’re transmit-



ting it or not.  

Someone once said you’re ALWAYS communicating.  And it’s very 
true.  Choosing not to communicate is also communicating some-
thing as well.  

Having low character status is communicating and showing 
through for women and will prevent almost everything from 
happening.  Men used to not be thrown off by anything; Model 
Magnet will get you back on track.

In fact the first impression you make (and it’s true what they say 
about never ge�ing another chance) will be the standard they judge 
everything else off of.  So if you start off on the wrong foot, you’re 
going to have to work extra hard to regain their favor.

But back to the promotion board a guy who is BSing his way 
through it doesn’t have near the favor of someone with a high 
balanced character anyways.  This guy would not pass the Audie 
Murphy board or a more stringent board at all (or score with the 
ho�est women).  

He will be weeded out.  But this guy already is ‘missing something’ 
and doesn’t have the favor of the promotion board (her) so he has 
to work EXTRA hard.  

All of this is a reality and it’s happening whether you or other men 
want to accept it or not.  The Right decision HAS TO be made when 
you’re up for promotion or even the possibility of it.

So can you see why so few men are unsuccessful with women?  
They are failing the board BEFORE they even meet any women by 
not being the man of high character.



Do Men Extrapolate and Judge Women?

Of course.  With us it’s actually kind of more yes or no in many 
cases...either we like her or we don’t instantly based on her looks 
and know whether we’d give her a chance or not.

As a man I’ll be honest and yes I also extrapolate data from women.  
And any honest man will admit to it.  We judge them on their looks 
and physical appearance and that’s primarily it in the first millisec-
onds of when we see her.

You may even have your own system for judging them.  And for 
the first time I’m going to open my (culturally influenced) behavior-
al response up BECAUSE we’re aware that women are judging you 
as well.

I’ll either put them into a category of long-term potential where 
there is less focus on sex and more on her energy and ability to be a 
good wife/partner OR I’ll put her into a sex/fun-only category and 
immediately rate her on a scale of 1-12.  

There are a small percentage that could start out as either or and 
then switch over to the other side in a relationship.

My mind in public is looking at women and instinctively saying 
“yes...”  “no...”  “never...”  And if you’re honest with yourself you’ll 
probably notice that you have your OWN internal way of objectify-
ing or judging women (and other people) which you may not have 
even told your best friend.  

So if there’s women reading this, they’re starting to find out more 



about how a guy’s instant response mind works.

We all do it.  We have to.  It helps us initiate relationships and draw 
people towards us that are like us and helps protect us from people 
who we aren’t interested in as men.

Now here’s the difference between a wussboy and a natural (you 
know where they’re at on the character continuum).  A wussboy/
nice guy/AFC will see a woman and the split second he judges her 
or knows how ‘hot’ she is, his entire physiology changes.

He was being a man until she came along.  She doesn’t change, he 
does.  He’s not the rock he’s supposed to be.  Man didn’t used to 
change who they are around women until women started becoming 
more interesting, empowered and exploitative of their beauty.  

It’s up to him to know where he fits into all of this or he will con-
tinue to respond as he has been.  He should connect with his uni-
versal power and knowledge as a man to have the power, favor and 
choice with women.

Few men are being alpha’s because it is repressed within them.  
Now any man can step up and experience massive success with 
women alone if he truly gets in touch with his universal/natural 
foundation and knowledge and embrace it.  

He can rise up out of the mire and give women something to hope 
for and have while other men continue to live in a confused and 
frustrating world, never knowing their place or their connection to 
who they really are.

As in the Lionking as in life; men are at the top of the food chain 
(not women) and it’s up to you to tap into that power and reclaim 



your power as a man in respect to women and everything else in 
life.

Since he isn’t connected or understanding of his masculinity in re-
lation to the world or capable of holding that sexual power (on the 
universal/natural) with this ‘level’ of women her response is that it 
prevents anything from happening.  

It doesn’t ma�er if he was ‘fine’ beforehand...what she sees is that 
he can’t handle himself like a man around her so how does she 
know he’s going to be a man in the bedroom?  It’s too much of a 
risk that she can’t take it.

Women are doing the same thing but it’s not as shallow minded as 
men.

If women did the same thing, a lot of men would be screwed (and 
many would not be ‘screwed’).  

Men just have to get control over their own independence and self 
by first wiping away all the confusion that is making them have an 
uncontrollable emotional response to her beauty.



It’s More Than Looks

There’s so much more to it other than a guy just thinking she’ll be 
interested in him because he defines himself as; goodlooking, great 
job, funny guy, etc.

A�raction is different for women.  In fact, in the big picture of 
things, women are essentially saying ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to a man and 
whatever style of advance he has.  It’s really her level of interest 
that decides if the relationship goes anywhere (otherwise it might 
be considered rape at a certain level) and it’s hard to talk a woman 
into something she isn’t interested in.  It’s about her choice of man.

This is how it usually goes and it’s a generic view of our modern 
mating dance.  But women usually don’t initially choose men on 
looks or his personality it’s more his natural (and some social) char-
acter.  

This is more important than your personality or verbage when a 
woman first meets you.  You want to synergize with the characteris-
tic she is proven a�racted to and everything else becomes easy.

Through time she can love you for your independent personality.

An average looking guy can easily have much greater success than 
many good looking guys easily by just accelerating his status on the 
character continuum (as I’ll talk about).  

I will teach you how to accurately portray the REAL you (larger 
than you can imagine) to have success with women and be the man 
that they are looking for.  This is what I call ‘true colors’.  

So thank someone it’s not as looks oriented in men for women.



UNIVERSAL/NATURAL BRIEFING

In the entire model magnet system, the ‘Universal/Natural’ 
comprises 1/3 of the ‘character continuum’ as you’ll see.

The universal/natural is the most important of all three major char-
acter macro-traits if you will.  It is the part of you that is representa-
tive of your biological, natural, sexual nature.  

Just as much as you are a�racted to beauty, women are a�racted 
to a man of high natural/universal character even without 
explanation.

Women have adapted to weed out the men of low character 
through instinct and experience) and instinctively know when there 
is a man of high character in their presence.  

The body language that women send out will be more open and 
inviting instead of closed off and the man who is in touch with the 
natural/sexual communication will easily pick up these signals and 
know it’s OK to approach.

When you have this connection to your natural power as a man, 
you have favor on your side with women.  To them, you’re that 
equivalent of a 9 or a 10 looking woman.

This is by far the most powerful part of your character when it 
comes to a�raction.  Why?  Because it’s simply larger than life; it’s 
the essence of life.  

No ma�er how much of a ‘character’ you are independently, if you 
can portray and communicate that you are deeply in touch with 



this side of you, you will have the power to have massive success 
with women.  It’s that simple.

Today in societies that have developed a social/cultural ‘forced re-
ality’ on top of this underlying natural paradigm, millions of men 
have become confused as to how they are supposed to relate to 
women or where they stand in the world when it comes to their 
masculinity.

The ‘forced realities’ that have been built on top of the natural para-
digm of a�raction which all of history, most of the rest of the world, 
and our forefathers clearly had, has been lost to men today.  

There has been too much social programming and change that has 
deeply affected men in this area.  They have become confused and 
don’t know where they stand with women when the women are 
just as capable and wonderful as men used to be.  Not to mention 
the glorification and exploitation of a woman’s beauty and the in-
herent power that she ‘now’ has.

It’s up to each man to reconnect with this natural/universal/sexual 
side of him.  It’s a part of ALL of us.  Every single one of us.  It’s also 
the most important when it comes to a�raction and having success 
with women, in fact you can’t have success with women without 
tapping into some of it.  

Your ability to have sex itself is a natural function.  Both men and 
women are biologically programmed to know how to behave sexu-
ally starting from the process of a�raction itself.  

Now there has been so much cultural junk that has clouded mil-
lions of men’s perceptions so that they have almost lost complete 



touch with this ability which DOES exist within them.  

They just need to have the knowledge and epiphany of where they 
stand in relation to the universe, history, biology, women, reality, 
and even living in a forced reality.

Once a man can clearly reconnect with this part of his character and 
understand and embrace it, he will have massive power and favor 
when it comes to a�raction and success with women.

This area effects the other parts of the character continuum as well.  
Re/awakening or realigning this part of a man’s character and it’s 
awareness is KEY to having massive success not only with women 
but in truly living his life and fulfilling his destiny.  It’s importance 
cannot be understated.  

It is also the essence of sexual communication and what women 
respond to the most despite their cultural/social upbringing; in 
fact, o�en they will respond to a man with a high natural/universal 
character irrevocably.  

It’s power is beyond just a man’s own independence and to have 
the most effect upon women and in life, a man must understand, 
tap into and embrace the leverage of this timeless quality which has 
been hidden from him.

This man is in touch with the le� side of his character continuum.  
He has internalized his natural right and duty as man and isn’t 
confused about where he stands in a mixed up world.

His status and congruency would be very high on the le� side of 
the chart.  



Below is the character continuum with a readout of say a man who 
has naturally kind of figured out a few things in life, like how to 
have sex, is a pre�y independent guy but gets shy when it comes 
to approaching people, is still confused by society’s pressures but 
when it comes to being interdependent and relating to other peo-
ple, once he gets past his shydom, he’s very warm and engaging.

See, even though I just drew a line across it still signals and com-
municates something...there are men out there of this exact same 
character representation.  

The charts are always telling something and as long as there is an 
accurate readout, the charts are telling the truth.



INDEPENDENCE BRIEFING

Normally a man would just have to have two basics: independent 
character and his interdependent self (or how he relates to the 
world and people around/outside of him), but I have had to include 
the universal/natural in the character continuum because that is the 
root of the problem of why men aren’t having success with women.

There are many ‘great guys’ but it’s not his independence that’s 
entirely the problem, he really must understand the first 1/3 of the 
character continuum in order to live his dreams with women.  

In fact, when a woman first meets a man (or vice versa) all that’s 
going on is your judging that person off of your own (socially influ-
enced) factors and your natural instincts.  Rarely do you even know 
that person, who they are or what they are like as a unique individ-
ual.  

You’re making selfish selection decisions based off of her physical 
beauty and your interpretation of it.  You don’t know or care about 
her as an individual yet.  

Likewise women do the same thing with men they’ve just met (and 
didn’t know before).. they haven’t had time to be interested in your 
own unique personality quirks...they’re reading your natural char-
acter and social status/ability.  

Through time, the actual independent factor comes into play so 
don’t let it throw you off or even take it personally if a woman re-
jects you. 

It’s the natural area primarily that you have to work on; it’s not your 



independent self she is rejecting because she DOESNT’ know you 
yet.

So just separate your independent character from the areas where it 
hurts you and keep improving upon it.  It’s your natural character 
that ma�ers the most in the game of love/sex.

Once a man has risen on the universal/natural in his character 
status, he has the ability to prominently discover who he is as a 
man and everything else will MUCH more easily fall into it’s 
proper place.  

A man’s independence is incredibly important.  It’s who he is and 
what he represents.  If he can become stronger in his sexual aware-
ness, power and confidence, his own independence will naturally 
rise up as well and he will be more effective in all areas of life.

As far as relating to a�raction and what women want, most impor-
tantly they solution of the natural/universal paradigm itself which 
channels itself directly through a man so that they alone can pro-
vide for and bear offspring.  

Hey, we all are evidently selfish.  

From there a woman will be interested in a man’s independence; 
primarily does he have the single quality of being independent so 
that he has high status, a life going on, etc. but most importantly 
that he can take care of her when the sh*t hits the fan and RESPECT 
her as a woman. 

Essentially can he be the provider and protector.  She is less con-
cerned long term about li�le idiosyncracies when it comes to a�rac-



tion as long as she has a gut level response to his alpha male/high 
character natural/universal she may still go for him.

It’s up to you to be the best man you can be in your own indepen-
dence; it’s your uniqueness.  There’s no other you in the world.  A 
huge part of independence is having the strength to show your 
‘true colors’.  

This drives women crazy as well if you really excel at something 
and portray that.  Your ability to communicate that you are an inde-
pendent man can be accentuated with what I call ‘extrapolate this!’. 
 
It’s basically a mindset/process in which you take your inner char-
acter and start showing it on the outside all of the time.  This helps 
women judge you positively (because they ARE judging you) and 
gives them something further to be a�racted to.  

It’s not about becoming someone you’re not or developing a pick 
up persona or trying to match her social persona by negging her, 
it’s about following the character continuum, retaining your ground 
and strength (not le�ing anyone get away with ANYTHING you 
don’t accept), taking your character to the outside and preparing to 
break the tourist plane to make ‘connections’ in your interdepen-
dent character.

Now a woman may make judgments on dating websites that are 
more socially oriented but when you actually meet her you will be 
effective if you’re high on the character scale because then she can 
see the full truth and entire package.

In the future I’ll be dealing a LOT with your independence as there 
is a lot to cover.  You can represent anything with your indy.



INTERDEPENDENCE BRIEFING

Interdependence is basically how you react and relate to the world 
and people outside of yourself.  It’s your relation to other women 
and people.  

What’s especially important here in dealing with women is your 
ability to ‘connect’ with them.  I don’t use ‘approach’ because there’s 
too many off-color connotations with that I think.  

Women WANT connections from healthy guys who aren’t trying to 
‘trick’ or ‘dupe’ them.  When women find a guy who has high char-
acter she’ll follow him if she can trust him to just be the man she’s 
desired in his behavior and actions to her.

Women will be judging you on your interdependent behavior as 
well although it is the least important part yet it’s the one that gets 
the most a�ention by ‘seducers’.  

Even when they see a guy who is social and the center of a�ention 
she’s actually noticing foremost his natural/universal qualities of 
can he give me the incredible feelings that I can’t explain 
physiologically/psychosexually and then she’s also looking at his 
own independent character.  She’s less concerned with ‘what’ he’s 
actually saying.

Ironically most of the pick up and seduction arts focuses on the so-
cial persona.  It has been developed as a byproduct of the forced 
reality in my opinion to try and create a solution out of an artificial 
yet very real environment.  

You will see how a PUA stands on the character continuum and 



you will also see how li�le importance a woman places on this part 
of his character when it comes to what she chooses (which is almost 
always ruled by her natural desires).  

High social status can definitely help you today though because 
much of a woman’s superficial psyche is focused on that; at least be 
congruent with who you are...just follow the character continuum 
and you’ll be great.

Most women would take a shy guy with peaked out natural/uni-
versal and independent character status over a high-impact short 
term social life of the party ‘character’ anyday.  

So you see that these guys are scoring with the ho�est women, well 
what’s happening?  

When it comes to sex or anything else with these men, yes he may 
have very high interdependent/social qualities but the whole rea-
son he is effective in the first place is because he HAS a strong in-
dependent identity (which is giving her something to work with) 
and that in the relational model of a�raction he IS triggering her 
natural/universal a�raction response because he is living in his own 
reality.

Unfortunately that status is reserved for PUA’s who really develop 
themselves and define themselves as a PUA where the character 
continuum actually does a doppler effect and he does have a stron-
ger independent character (instead of ‘just lines’) and where he can 
‘off and on’ trigger her sexual/natural response.  

Still his close rate will never be as high as a natural and if he comes 
close, he’s doing the whole process in reverse and the hard way and 



it took him a long time to get there.  He is a solid achiever in the 
interdependent/social character.

The Model Magnet system teaches you that your independence is 
primordial AFTER you accept and embrace your universal/natural 
inheritance and understanding of it in this mad mad mad world 
(it’s NOT your fault it’s been hidden from you) and then you can 
use your interdependent character to ‘make connections’. 

Life is all about making connections.  Your success with women 
will be more natural and your ability to connect with them can get 
so good you won’t even have to talk or use pick up lines when you 
embrace the Model Magnet universal system.



At the core of the breakthrough “Model Magnet” system and 
philosophy is what I have discovered and call the 

                                         ‘Character Continuum’.

Above you can look at the initial diagram of it.  Make sure you 
check out my free flash video tutorials.  They will also help train 
you on your character continuum.

For right now don’t be thrown off by how complex it looks.  The 
basics are quite simple and as one recent reader said he had a 
greater ‘aha’ from this ebook than from watching DYD’s Advanced 
Series DVDs..  

The character continuum is a reflection of where you are when it 
comes to your beliefs and actions around women, seduction, inner 



game, etc.

It’s basically a readout in reality of WHO you are and how women 
see (and judge) you.

Based off of your own levels along your character continuum, 
women will instinctively know to be a�racted to you, semi-inter-
ested or just plain repelled.

It is a continuous readout that usually fluctuates (until you become 
more self-centered) at any point in time when communicate with or 
being around women.

Women can pick up more things than you can imagine about you 
too.

Don’t think that it’s just the words you say to her.  Women are 
BORN to know how to ‘read’ men.  As Beyonce sings in her latest 
hit single ‘Check on it’:

“if you don’t go bragging, i’m’a let you have it.
..You think I’m teasin’, but I ain’t got no reason...
I’m sure that I can please you but first I got to read you.”

Let me emphasize: First she got to READ YOU.

She’s not going to trust just any guy to come up on her.  In fact 
women can generally know if you’re going to be a Stifler a�erwards  
or not (though many guys abuse this trust and do go bragging in a 
certain way that isn’t as respectful).

If she can read that she trusts you, you’re at an advantage.  Women 
have let me do certain things to them which I won’t say purely 



because they trusted my natural character the first night.  So...

What’s happening whether you know it or not is women are al-
ready making judgments about you whether they’re going to give 
you a chance, definitely want to sleep with you or definitely NOT 
ever going to give you a chance.

This all happens usually within the first few seconds of ‘reading 
you’.  They HAVE to read you and have go�en good at it to protect 
theirselves.  Yes they’ll choose bad boys sometimes because he HAS 
a high (natural) character (of a�raction as I’ll explain) and her heart 
and emotions will choose him overriding her logic.

You don’t have to be the bad boy, rather just a man of high 
character.

She is READING your character (finally someone has ‘defined’ 
what women otherwise know as ‘there’s something about him’).

To women, (they’re different from men in a�raction) it’s not just 
about a guys looks or social status.  Those things can help hammer 
in her preconception about you but it’s your characteristics as de-
fined in the character continuum.

It’s every li�le detail about you she is judging and FAST.  She is tak-
ing that and blowing it up; fast-forwarding it to get a quick picture 
of you.  It can also be defined as a woman’s ‘intuition’ and she is 
usually quite accurate.

This is happening whether you think you’re communicating to her 
or not; you’re ALWAYS communicating (nonverbally especially) so 
you might as well start ge�ing things more aligned to what she ex-
pects and wants in a man.



The reason why so many guys don’t get any interest from women 
or get ignored or brushed off (or flat-out rejected) is because they 
have low-character and she avoids them to save time.

When it comes to a�raction and WHO women choose to sleep with 
(or more) it’s all about a man’s character (and if he’s a match to her 
F.A.R.M. as I’ll show you).

It’s the feelings they get inside that aren’t logical to men.  The 
power that worked against you before can soon work to your 
advantage.

Just as much as women know who NOT to choose (to protect them-
selves) they also know who IS a great catch; and that’s a man who 
has high character across the charts and who is in demand by other 
women.

We’ll get more into the process of a�raction later (I just wanted to 
overview it) but let’s get back to the chart.

There are 3 main areas of the character continuum.  It used to be 
that there were only two.  Your independent character defining 
who you are and how you think and interdependent; how you re-
late to other people (women) from your own state of mind.

Due to our cultural ‘forced reality’ I have added the most impor-
tant area on the far le� because almost all men have completely lost 
touch with it in the past few decades.

This area is the universal/natural in which many men would score 
close to flat on that part of the scale.  They are not aware of their 
place as a man in a world that is increasingly confusing, frustrating 



and filled with estrogen.

The le� side of the diagram deals with the ‘external’ power and uni-
versal/natural knowledge that all men are gi�ed with but has been 
covered up almost completely by modern social programming.

Men have lost touch with their own place in the world and their 
masculinity.  Universal is not about chauvinism, it’s about under-
standing your place in relation to everything else esp. women in 
today’s modern society.

Once a man can get back in touch with this power that he already 
has within him; he take this external leverage and internalize it.  
This = personal empowerment and o�en is just enough to a�ract 
women to him without saying a word.

Now we move towards the center of the character continuum.  



Once a man has embraced his natural right to power and has cho-
sen the natural paradigm of a�raction to a�ract women (instead 
of the unnatural forced social reality), he can become much more 
powerful and effective as a man and in understanding who he is.

Connecting with the universal/natural knowledge and his right as a 
man (a power greater than himself) will work miracles in a�racting 
women primarily because it is the essence of what women are look-
ing for and have always looked for.  

Very few healthy men are truly living it or understanding that pow-
er today and those men that score high on the le� side of the chart, 
are having the most natural success with women.  This is especially 
true be

This alone is the key factor in all men who are successful with at-
tracting women.  They are in touch with the natural/universal part 
and maintain the natural paradigm of a�raction where the man is a 
man and knows how to give women what she deeply desires.

This means that if you improve your placement on the continuum 
in the 3 areas, your ability to a�ract women and succeed WILL im-
prove and possibly in quantum leaps.

This is an absolute breakthrough for the seduction and ‘dating’ 
community because it is the only explanation that puts ‘everything’ 
into perspective that ma�ers and maps it out logically.

I will show you how and why women respond differently to differ-
ent men...yes I have cracked the formula. 

I will show you how you can be that man who has consistent suc-



cess no ma�er where you’re at right now (and surprisingly most of 
it is not in ‘approaching’ and not even in the ‘inner game’).

Where you are at right now can be mapped out on the diagram.  

For example purposes, I’m going to show you the character 
continuum of a few different typical scenarios.

But put it this way:

YOUR SUCCESS OR LACK OF SUCCESS WITH WOMEN (and 
to a larger extent, life) HAS EVERYTHING TO DO WITH YOUR 
CHARACTER CONTINUUM.

I’m just the guy who finally defined it and put it on paper.  Guys 
who are successful with women (as we’ll talk about) primarily have 
a higher natural character.  Guy who aren’t successful or have mod-
erate success, have a lower (natural) character.

ANYTIME you’ve scored in the past, you’ve connected to your nat-
ural character and that natural part of her as well...you cut through 
all of the confusing bipolar social programming and got the two of 
you on the sexual/natural level where you could get things done.

I’ll show you my Female A�raction Response Model as well as the 
revolutionary Relational Model of A�raction (damn I should get 
some top Psychology award or something).

Success with women can be defined, broken apart (and built up) 
and is in the charts.  And the charts don’t lie.  Can you start to see 
(you will) how this information can give you the greatest leverage 
of power to supersede all other forms of seduction?



Well, keep reading... (because women are going to keep reading 
you and always judging...and if they intuitively judge accurately 
you’d best learn to become the man).

I’ll help train you so that you can apply this to your life because it is 
everything that ma�ers; it’s not just about women but it’s about you 
and becoming a be�er, more aligned man with power.  

When you become what women want (and any man can) success 
with women becomes so easy you don’t even have to try (when you 
REALLY are at that level).

I like to put it this way:

She can’t sleep with a man of lower character just as much as you 
can’t sleep with a fat, ugly chick.

And if you took one for the home team once, that’s about how 
o�en she chooses a man of low character (it creeps her out).  If 
you’ve been behaving like a wussy or pussy; that’s unnatural char-
acteristic of a man and she will run.

If you’ve been confused or moderate, it’s obvious why you’ve never 
had consistent success with women.  If you’ve never had consistent 
success with women, you will KNOW why a�er reading this e-
book.

Just because there is a room full of horny units doesn’t mean she’s 
going to sleep with all of them.  She HAS to be selective plus 
women don’t get turned on as fast as men do...they have to be 
warmed up.



Remember, You (as a man) are SUPPOSED to be the magnet.  It’s 
the natural paradigm.  You just have to understand some things to 
cut right through the upside-down culture and reach straight to the 
sexual inner-girl inside of her to really succeed.

I can teach you to be absolutely fearless around the most powerful 
and beautiful women in the world (including all others).  

That’s how potent the Model Magnet training is and no other guru 
makes that kind of promise (because I don’t think they can make 
that kind of promise).

Approaching hundreds or thousands of women isn’t dealing with 
the core issue of fear and it’s a fake solution to a byproduct of the 
forced reality anyways.

So just keep an open mind about learning the foundational truth 
about a�raction and applying the power that is greater than your 
(or mine) individual personality and you can start saying 

“Say hello to my li�le friend” a lot more o�en.

The Model Magnet system can predictably determine your level of 
success and ability to a�ract women.  I can also show you where 
your weaknesses are.  



Why Character Ma�ers

When it comes to a�raction and how interested a woman is in you 
(which can mean everything) your ‘character’ is the data that a 
woman is JUDGING you from and extrapolating from immediately 
(all represented in the character continuum including image).  

Women are more concerned with your character and it’s a�ributes 
therein rather than your looks as we’ve discussed.  This is what 
ma�ers most even though image is a part of your independence 
towards the social side.

Who you are and what she sees is represented on the character con-
tinuum and each man has a different readout that she is ge�ing. 

 She will make her decisions to go with him, reject him, start kissing 
him immediately, call the police, spray mace in his face, give him a 
chance, etc. simply off of where a man stands on the charts.

Even if you’re a GREAT guy, but are weak on certain areas of the 
continuum, you’re preventing most success with women from hap-
pening without even knowing it (before this).

Men are a�racted instantly by a woman’s looks (his own perception 
of it).  For women it really is more about ‘who you are’ as a man, 
what you ‘represent’ and how you show it.

She is judging you on all levels including subconsciously (her id 
will know).  She will ‘know’ whether you are a natural or not if you 
are polarized.  She will give you a chance to further prove yourself 
if you aren’t fully there yet at the top of the chart.  



She will know generally whether you could please her and lead her 
through the process of a�raction or not.  Her intuition is almost 
always dead on about this too.  Her ability to sense and extrapolate 
is light years of ahead of man’s.

All a man needs to know is he sees a hot woman and doesn’t need 
to know anything else.  He wants to sleep with her.  It doesn’t work 
the other way around in most cases.  If she wants to sleep with you, 
it goes back to the character continuum and is much less based on 
looks.

Try and stop assuming (if you ever did) that because you want to 
sleep with her, that instantly she wants to sleep with you; that’s 
quite selfish.  

When you understand the model magnet philosophy you’ll know 
that you have to become the best man you can be, show her these 
a�ributes and make connections and then you’ll be able to experi-
ence a level of success with women that you dream of.

It takes a li�le more time for them to build up enough trust in you.  
When you are congruent (with being a natural, being independent 
and showing who you are without remorse, and upfront honest in 
your intentions) and score high across the charts, you’re what she’s 
looking for and she can more likely trust you.

This will INSTANTLY accelerate the relationship in your favor.  You 
won’t have to try and ‘talk her’ into it or anything.  She’s already 
sold.  

Then you just do what you know how to do by being connected 
with your natural ability and having the understanding to not let 
any of the forced social reality or pressures get in your way of oper-



ating in the natural paradigm of a�raction with her.

Anytime she leaves a man, it’s 99% because he violated the natural 
paradigm and changed the balance to give her more power, thus 
throwing nature off balance.  

She’ll stick around a wifebeater who she’s innately a�racted to 
more than she’ll stick around a wussboy if only because the wife-
beater maintains the natural balance and the wussboy doesn’t.

Despite women’s now recent gi� of tremendous power and social 
favor she still responds to the natural, underlying paradigm in fact 
now more than ever.  Men have become skerred of her power and 
‘beauty’ and she’s just wondering where all the real men are. 

She can tell if he doesn’t have control over his own Independent 
energy.  If he’s thrown off around her, this is a low score and a weak 
character trait on the chart.  

How could she respond to him if he’s scared of her?  It’s the oppo-
site of how it’s supposed to be and she can’t be a�racted to him (as 
shown in the relational model).

The man who is at the top of independent truly is not thrown off 
by her or any other woman.  This turns her on like mad when com-
bined with the natural/universal character in this man.  

She greatly respects him even if he isn’t what she is socially looking 
for and still may decide to go along with things and may end up in 
bed with him.  She can trust him to be a man and to respect her and 
her body.



Just being near this level of man is intoxicating for women.  It’s like 
you eating the best steak in your life...this is literally what she is 
feeling when she is around a man like this, plus it’s so RARE.  

Of course, you can become this man and it’s not all about the inner 
game...more importantly is the universal/natural game that’s being 
played.  Connecting with that power is tremendous leverage AND 
it will solve most of the questions you have about your inner self 
anyways.  

Then just CHOOSE to be yourself, improve yourself and get this 
across to women.  Showing your true colors may not be an easy 
thing.  Moving from independent to interdependence and making 
connections with anyone you choose may be something you will 
have to grow into more.



The Average PUA: Charted

Here let’s start to look at different readouts of character so you can 
start to understand how to read the charts and pull things together.

Here is a good student of PUA...he gets out there and isn’t afraid to 
make countless approaches and try new things.

Notice the spike at the interdependent or social end of the scale.  
This means that the average PUA is highly effective at ‘being’ social 
and approaching or making connections with women.  

In fact, sometimes this becomes his entire character (note the level 
of universal understanding and pure independence are MUCH 
lower).  He becomes defined by what he does (pick-up) and it takes 
up most of his time.  

He is o�en obsessed with it especially because it doesn’t work all 
of the time but once in a while he gets that las vegas token to keep 
him going because the potential payout is so huge.

Consequently this character trait is not a�ractive to most women 



unless you have become one of the stellar few as I’ll show you later.

Of course it can lead to success some of the time and yes I’m sure 
it’s worked for you.  But if you’re really any good at PUA how long 
did it take you to get to that point?

Anyone can learn how to get good at jumping on a pogo stick a�er 
sometime and then defend himself by saying that this is his reality; 
it ‘works’ for him.  He knows how to jump on the pogo stick really 
well even though a took a while to learn.

He may become so selectively focused on the task at hand that any-
thing else that seems to ‘new’ might even be ridiculed because it’s 
challenging his entire current (limited) belief system and reality.

If you start to notice...there are some other points on the continuum 
that come before the social/interdependent portion.  Yes, the PUA is 
low in those other areas.

Consequently these are the areas that ma�er the most when it 
comes to a woman and her positive response to you as you can see 
in this graph.

Model Magnet philosophy is to teach guys to balance out all three 
areas to have maximum success with women and will a�ract them 
irrevocably without question in social situations.  

Any PUA lines or techniques known before only act like WILDFIRE 
when used by a man on top of the natural paradigm (instead of the 
seduction byproduct of the ‘forced reality’) and massively comfort-
able in his own skin (truly being himself and not a socially derived 
or inspired character).



Unfortunately, this guy is not doing well on the continuum, hence 
neither with women.  This is an example of a Wussboy: Charted.

Note that the AFC rises a li�le in the middle because although he 
is completely confused about society and where his place as a man 
fits (and also can’t interact socially because he’ll screw it up with 
women) at least has somewhat of a life going on for himself.

Because his level or ‘game’ is so low across the board, when he does 
interact he gets treated even as ‘nice guy’ (with no chance with her) 
a drooling creep or just gets flat-out rejected.

Not to mention 99% of the time he starts off from the outdated 
courtship approach anyways which makes her want to run even 
further (an insecure guy who is showing he wants her for the long-
term even though he wants her for short-term); it’s just all around 
‘ewwww...’ for women.

He has nothing to offer a woman even if he is a great catch because 



he isn’t giving her ANYTHING to extrapolate.  Plus he’s so damn 
nervous and confused around her.  

He’d do anything just to touch her that he’d completely blow it (like 
a Jimbo with Nadia in ‘American Pie’).

He is the opposite of what a woman is looking for because he is act-
ing more like a traditional woman.  She cannot possibly be a�racted 
to a ‘nice guy’ physically or biologically (note the flat score b/c of 
his unnatural behavior).

Fortunately there is hope for all of these men or any that are just 
underpar or haven’t been taught the universal truth yet.  Society 
has most of the blame to take but each man must be accountable for 
himself and his lifestyle.

He can continue on with lackluster success or really dig in and un-
derstand WHY and become that man that is always naturally suc-
cessful with women everywhere he goes.

It’s possible for all men to get to this level.

When it comes to a�raction, the most important is on the le� and 
then moves to the right.  She is born to know how to procreate and 
respond to a man who can provide and protect for her.  

This force is timeless and powerful.  It is the reason we are here 
and it is within every woman beneath all of the social garbage that 
sometimes clouds it up.  This is why they are more repressed than 
ever (amongst other things I teach).

She’s not looking for YOU, she’s programmed to look for a man 



who meets ‘the criteria’...primarily who understands natural a�rac-
tion.  And because it’s so rare today, she’ll o�en ‘se�le’ for the clos-
est thing there is.

This is much more important than pick up lines so I hope you’re 
paying a�ention. 

 If you have the qualities; basically and awareness and then an ac-
ceptance of the universal knowledge of being a man and your rela-
tion to a�raction and everything else and choose to embrace this, 
that may be all you have to do to a�ract women to you.  
However increasing the other areas are also important.

Today there are social desires as well so she likes a high status male 
which connects to the entire balance of the continuum because he 
can provide and protect her and has natural favor and selection.

If you don’t have high social status, as long as you have and em-
brace your universal right as a man, you will be most of the way 
towards being able to a�ract women.  

It’s an undeniable quality that rarely a healthy man portrays today.  
Those that do are the men that women literally fight over:

When a man understands his place as a man in society, history 
and in relation to women (Universal) and fully becomes indepen-
dent and fearless, he can then make connections with any available 
women and accelerate the process in the favor of both of them if she 
responds to his lead.

This is a shortcut to sex because the awareness and natural para-
digm of a�raction are evident and easily picked up by women.  



There is no dependency on technique or pick-up line but rather his 
independence and connection to the natural paradigm of a�raction 
and nonverbal communication gives him instant favor and advan-
tage over other men with women.

Why?

Because they are lower on the continuum.  Other men are confused 
and disparate because they are not connected to a true universal 
understanding of their place as a man.  
Despite having ‘inner game’ work they are still limited from their 
real power by connecting to the ‘outer universal’ game.  That is 
where it starts.

Normally it doesn’t have to be taught because we are born with this 
but unfortunately the universal/natural paradigm has been covered 
up by a superficial reality so it has to be relearned and re-connected 
to by men if they are to regain the favor our forefathers and arche-
typal males have with women and a�raction.

Inner game alone is not enough.  Once a man understands the uni-
versal macro dynamics and his place in the world, he can internal-
ize that while connecting to it’s powerful leverage to make him a 
stronger, more empowered man.

He can then really work on who he is, knowing that it’s ok to truly 
be him and be fearless of women (this is also taught and can be 
achieved) and let his ‘true colors’ shine through instead of trying to 
be someone he’s not.

Where a man stands on the continuum will show whether or not he 



is being his true self or not.  Nice guys who say they don’t want to 
be someone they are not is ridiculous.  

They’re not even being themselves because they haven’t increased 
their own internal independence and they’re not being congruent 
with who they really are around women.  Why?

Because the le� side of the continuum is next to nothing.  This is the 
default state in our society today and is a main reason why we have 
such a divergence and massive frustration...ie. 40 year old virgins.

Outcasts, bad boys, jerks and chauvinists are some of the rare men 
that are le� over who have a high natural/universal behavior level 
(even if not understanding it intellectually).  

These are the men that our women are a�racted to physiologically 
the most and keep running back to illogically.  This is the part ‘they 
can’t explain’.  

Combined with your solid independence this = ‘there’s just some-
thing about him’.

Why?  It’s the natural paradigm of a�raction; it’s the essence of life 
and our propagation; women are pre-wired to respond to men like 
this to ensure that our race continues but this is now being threat-
ened.

Almost all men have lost touch with this natural paradigm because 
of our confusing and o�en opposite culturally pervasive ‘forced re-
ality’ that has occurred on top of it.

So it’s up to you to develop your character so that you are more 
naturally aligned to lead a be�er life for you and to give to women.



The Natural/Universal Effectiveness

When you have a high universal/quality status; that is the essence 
of desire and life itself, then her reaction and response to you is not 
dependent on your looks, what you’re wearing, your past failures 
or anything else.  

And yes, I’m also talking about the most desirable women.  99.9% 
of the guys (in a forced reality culture) they meet or ‘approach 
them’ FAIL to qualify on the chart in the natural area.  

Those that do are the ones they are drawn to the most.  It’s really 
quite simple.  

Why do American women like or fall for European men (those that 
actually ‘do’ get away)?  They’re generally more in touch with the 
natural realm of a�raction and are a li�le ‘smoother’ because they 
have culture’s which haven’t been ‘as’ damaging as American cul-
ture on men.  

Plus women love their accents and their sense of style (take note on 
the style part).  And actually when you’re living in your own reality 
you can use an accent if you want either seriously or as a joke...how 
long you keep that up is up to you.  Don’t ever trick women but 
lead them along the path if they’re willing to follow.

Many of the men today that are ‘naturals’ without having to learn 
anything are o�en the (now glorified) outcasts of society.  Millions 
of men today aren’t in touch with this natural power that their 
grandfathers had (and understandably why).

If you say that ‘but we’re living in a different age now’.  Ok, but 



what hasn’t changed underneath everything for a millenia?  The 
process of natural a�raction.  (Return to Blue Lagoon).  

If we didn’t have this innate ability to ‘know what to do’ like all 
other species do, we’d go extinct.  You just have to cut through all of 
the influential social clu�er and it’s right there in every woman and 
EVERY man.  

You’ve experienced it before if you’ve had sex and go�en past the 
awkwardness of the first few times.  It’s EASY for anyone to go 
through the basics of sex.  With a lot of dumbasses in the world, it 
HAS to be easy.

The process leading up to it is a natural one; you just have to con-
nect with that on the le� side of your character continuum and you 
will be able to operate on a different level completely than those 
that are operating on the socially influenced ‘forced reality’.  You’ll 
be able to connect directly with that part of her.  

With the interpersonal a�raction model you actually see the process 
of a�raction and what she responds to and is a�racted to..men of 
high character who are esp. in touch with their natural ability.  

The clearer you can see this reality (and you have to for pure pow-
er), the easier it will be to put aside and laugh at all of the crap that 
used to influence you before.  

You won’t be fearful anymore either.  

It’s all been conditioned into you because people are behaving on 
the unnatural level (which sure we ALL take for granted 100% be-
cause it’s all we’ve seemingly seen) instead of the underyling natu-
ral reality that IS there.  Trust me, it’s there (area 51).



If and when you’ve had sex in the past you will probably notice 
that at a certain point you weren’t intimidated by her anymore and 
that you could complete the act.  

This is because your natural/universal status was rising as you were 
‘tapping into’ that part of her, I mean you.  That’s further proof that 
it’s there and that you know what to do.  

If you’re still a virgin, it’s ok...you just have to access this 
knowledge and power which is yours and then internalize it.
This is clearly represented on your character continuum.

When you look at your current status (which you can hopefully 
HONESTLY guesstimate) you can see that there is still the top of 
the chart.

Well, this is your potential.  YES you (or any man) can develop him-
self so that his character reaches the top of each of the three areas.

If you can do this, you will not be able to keep women away from 
you.  Kicking them out of bed or your place may almost become 
a problem because they don’t want to leave and can’t stop calling 
you.

Why?  Because you are the model of a�raction for women and once 
their deep feelings get involved and heated up, and their a�raction/
response stays high on the charts, well...enjoy it.  

You’re giving her the priceless sense of feeling and fulfillment 
that can’t be explained and she’ll never forget you.  As cheesy as it 
sounds love CAN touch a person one time and last for a lifetime (or 
that might also mean ‘the experience’).



Her A�raction Response

From one angle on the M.M. philosophy, it’s about becoming ‘that 
guy’...the one who creates whispers amongst the women right 
when you walk in because you’re peaked out across the continuum 
- WITHOUT having to say a word.  

Let’s assume for a minute that in about 6 months you ARE that 
guy...

You’re a rare and pure natural who ‘get’s it’ more than PUA’s, more 
than women even because your greatest leverage lies in under-
standing the Model Magnet continuum and the universal knowl-
edge therein.

Everything you are and your secure confidence is shining so bright-
ly that women start to become weak inside and their hearts pi�er 
pa�er.

It doesn’t even ma�er what you say or what other flaws you have, 
they’re blinded anyways by their biological response to you.  

They’ve finally possibly found what they’ve been dreaming about 
all these years and when you do interact with them and only get 
them more turned on and further prove her thoughts and response 
about you, she becomes a very different lady than her high pow-
ered social persona.  

She will even TRY to hold herself together around you and I consis-
tently see women fail miserably around me.  But,
 
you don’t budge, you have the power and you’re not thrown off by 



her beauty or presence.  Everything you do or say further proves 
this and she wants you SO much more.  No man is fearless in the 
face of her.  This is what she was waiting for all these years.  

You’re not a wussy, plus she can’t tell if you’re trying to pick her up 
or not and b/c she becomes blinded and fallen into the natural para-
digm in which she RESPONDS to a real man, you can naturally 
lead the way and sweep her off of her feet for a mutually beneficial 
experience.

You may or may not be ready for this: if a PUA understood the 
natural paradigm he wouldn’t have to be spending his time on 
PUA and ‘seduction’.  Likewise any PUA who continues the social 
conquest alone must be honest with himself (or not) but he will be 
mapped on the continuum as far as where he stands.  

PUA’s still face the truth of the character continuum and may just 
be expert pogo jumpers (one leg of support) while missing out on 
the more important things in life and sparking a�raction in her.

It’s up to him to embrace the universal knowledge where the real 
power lies to reconnect him to his potential as a man because this is 
what women are desperately looking for in men today.

And because they usually don’t ‘know’ you ahead of time, it’s up to 
you to ‘have’ the universal, independent and interdependent char-
acteristics as truthfully high and real as possible (congruency) in 
order to trigger a�raction instantly in her for you.

She’s objectifying the li�le information she has about you and mak-
ing judgments just as much as men objectify her looks.  So it’s in 
your favor to already communicate what she WANTS to see in a 
man and your work is cut out for you.



Here is what I call the ‘Female A�raction Response Model’ or 
F.A.R.M.

It is not a gauge of a female’s character but rather a readout of her 
response and level of a�raction for a man.



This works in tandem with a man’s character continuum.  The fe-
male a�raction response model is her reaction to each independent 
man’s character.  

It’s the male (character continuum) and female (F.A.R.M.).  Together 
they form the Relational Model of A�raction which is the first 
system to ever map out a�raction and interest.

Her level of a�raction, interest and response to you means every-
thing in the game of love.  She will do the most illogical or irratio-
nal things to a man she is a�racted to or in deep love with as shown 
on the charts.

She will also not give the time of day to a man as a result of her low 
level of interest/a�raction which is also mapped on the charts.  And 
ALL of this is based off of her reaction to a man’s character continu-
um and how she judges it.

It’s in your best interest as a man to have women a�racted to you 
naturally from the start as well as do other things in your favor.

Are all women the same?  No.  Their expectational chart may vary 
slightly so that she may be less interested in a man’s social character 
and more interested in who he is independently off the bat.  
But remember that a woman’s biological desires stem deeper than 
all of her social programming and behaviour.  It defines the a�rac-
tion decisions she makes whether they seem logical or not and al-
most always determines who she sleeps with.

So let’s look further into the F.A.R.M. and we’ll talk more about the 
relational aspects later.



If you look at the F.A.R.M. you will see that initially the chart is 
reversed to have the social/interdependent on the le� side.

This is for a reason (and not just because women are generally more 
social).  When we get to the RMA (Relational Model of A�raction) 
you will see that both the man’s character continuum and the 
woman’s F.A.R.M. are flipped to face each other.

Basically the tops of the charts match each other as in an equal and 
opposite balance.

So we have the female response model with the social on the le� 
side leading to the natural on the right side.

Looking at the first graph you will see what I tentatively am calling 
the ‘ideal/undeniable/expectational response’ graph.

It’s a line that peaks once or twice in the social area and then drops 
and swoops up strongly on the natural level.

This is a rough estimate of proven biological/natural response in 
women.  If her chart reads this when she meets a man, the man is 
doing very good.  For the rest of the system to work in truth, there 
must be an understanding and acceptance that her response is can 
be plo�ed fairly accurately.

With the expectational level of her response, it is saying that she is 
feeling VERY naturally a�racted to this man and is also intrigued 
by his high social status and skill.  

This is the level of man she looks for and because she was born to 
know, knows when she sees him.  Her response will be vastly dif-



ferent to this man than to a lower character man because the lower 
character man has less value to offer her (in the form of feelings of 
a�raction).

At any point along the relationship (her readout is different with 
every single man) her level of a�raction and response to him can 
waver along the chart and WILL waver if the man himself does not 
have a continuously stable character (readout).

If a man is truly powerful, her level of a�raction, emotion and 
feeling for him will only grow towards the top of the charts 
throughout their communication with each other.  

O�en so much so that she absolutely HAS TO have sex with him 
and will facilitate the entire process speedily herself (while still 
keeping her self-respect).  

And actually because the high character natural man HAS respect 
for her and her body, the mutual experience can accelerate faster 
without her losing self-respect.

Back to the graph: the reason why the independent response is low-
er is because she doesn’t really know him yet.  She’s just feeling his 
natural energy and can sense his social status.  

Through time her own independent feelings (instead of social pro-
gramming and natural instinct) can grow as well for him...this may 
include ge�ing to know him more and know his personality which 
she may grow to admire.

In some cases it’s illogical to want a man for a long time of low in-
dependent character who she is naturally (sexually) a�racted to 
because of his high social and high natural character.  



These are usually bad boys who she’ll enjoy the high a�raction and 
energy of the moment or shorter time frame knowing that he isn’t 
a match for her on the independent character scale.  But we’ll talk 
more about readouts of different men later.

So that first line is the standard of instant a�raction.  Almost all 
men she meets in person for the first time do not reach that level.

The few men that do reach this level she will be showing all kinds 
of nonverbal body signals that will slip through to show that she is 
interested in him.  

She may go out of her way to approach him and even if he does 
approach, she will communicate to help facilitate the connection.  

Meeting a woman who has this level of a�raction response makes 
the entire concept of connecting with women easy and natural 
because a man isn’t fighting against energy but rather facilitating 
what she wants anyways and he has the power and favor anyways.

So looking at the expectational ideal, that is just a good gauge of 
a man who she is a�racted to and interested in which is primarily 
focus on the natural side of things with a li�le social status 
expectancy.

I am making logic out of something that was previously illogical.

Now, that was her expectational/ideal response..when she reaches 
that level off of reading a man (she’s always reading) he is doing 
very good.

But let’s look at the line directly beneath the ideal/expectational.  



This is the ‘actual response’ graph.

Her actual response will vary all the time with each man’s unique 
character continuum.

She will respond differently to different men (character) based off 
of HIS character and her ideal/expectational response standard.  



Men that are lower in giving her what she ideally wants, will have 
to work hard (if she gives them a chance) to get her a�raction up to 
that ideal/acceptable level.

Men that are way lower so that she doesn’t feel anything at all (no 
value given) she won’t even give a chance, it may be a ‘hell no’ even 
if he is good looking or high on the social end.

So you can see that if there is a low actual response, she isn’t feeling 
much of anything (no value) so this guy just doesn’t stand a chance.

Also, the le� side of the graph (despite the peak) is generally the 
weakest a�raction response (it’s more socially contrived which may 
spike higher for gold-diggers) and the right side is where she has a 
stronger response anyways.  Because of the rise, this means a com-
pounding effect and in the game of love and war, all’s fair.

A gold-digger’s F.A.R.M. would be peaked to the max on the social 
end and actually lowered on the natural end.  This IS completely 
unnatural but she has been so socially influenced that it has ruled 
her decision making.  

Moral: Stay away from gold-diggers...she will hold more sway over 
you because it’s on her turf; social status and not on yours (natural).

Men who have favor with her is a couple worlds of a difference 
away from men who don’t have the favor or interest of her.  Her 
strongest response is on the natural end; so much so that she can’t 
put these feelings into words yet enjoys the intoxication of the value 
that a man of this high character can bring her.

But looking at the second graph you’ll see that we have different 
readouts on her A�raction Response Model for different types of 



men.

You’ll see that the PUA is quite high on the social end.  This man 
may keep her interested verbally for a while but however because 
it’s on the le� side and least important (in a�raction) she may find 
herself losing interest fast because he is low on the natural character 
(as we’ll see later).

We also have her readout in response to a shy but high in charac-
ter man.  She’s not feeling as much socially from him (primarily 
because he is lower on that end of the character spectrum) but she 
is unquestionably drawn to his natural character.  Their bodies are 
communicating nonverbally to each other and she feels his strong 
presence.

This shy man doesn’t have to say much because he is already com-
municating what she wants to hear.  She will be drawn to him de-
spite the fact that he isn’t a blabbermouth.  

Her chart rises on the natural end so much that he could easily take 
things to a sexual level with her.  Plus when they do connect, he 
will probably rise on the social/verbal end with her (all that mat-
ters) because they will communicate in other ways (properly).

This man doesn’t have to search for the words to say.  She’s already 
blinded by his natural character and extremely interested.
And we also have her response to the typical wussboy.

Why on earth is it so difficult to score these women?  Well, just look 
at the charts.  They don’t lie.  If you didn’t score or were inconsis-
tent before, it can all be shown on the charts.

Don’t use that to hurt yourself but rather to learn from it and in-



stead become the man that she wants instead of being confused 
about everything.  

You’re in on the most revolutionary breakthrough in modern social 
dynamics RIGHT HERE so use it to your advantage.  

I used to wonder how I could rarely score with American/indepen-
dent women who were Aphrodite’s and it’s because my own (natu-
ral) character was confused and out of touch so I wasn’t bringing 
any value to women for them to respond off of.  

I myself didn’t reach her expectational response and that’s why I 
had sparse success for many years.

But this wussboy, he’s just low across the board on character and 
maybe has a spike in the independent (personality) area where she 
could maybe be friends with him if he’s not too creepy but she’s just 
not a�racted to him.

Her response is flat on the social/verbal and natural/nonverbal.  She 
can’t naturally desire a man who is confused or scared of her.  He 
offers li�le value and therefore her a�raction to him is almost flat. 

This man has no chance yet may continue to beat himself up over 
it instead of improving his own character to become what women 
want and make things easy for himself.

So those are just different readouts of her response to different men.

Now, some men such as PUA’s can do things to increase her a�rac-
tion/response.  In fact, this is all that they are (trying to do) doing.



Because they don’t qualify instantly already and she knows it, she’ll 
listen to their spiel and her a�raction will increase IF he is showing 
independent and natural character and is consistently congruent 
with it.  This can be done verbally without the presence of natural 
a�raction to begin with, but it’s difficult.

He has to ‘trigger’ a doppler effect to raise her a�raction level from 
the opposite end of the graph.  That is why pick-up results are so 
variable until a man really becomes congruent with that higher 
character/confidence and identity.  

Once he gets laid more and more, his natural character will rise 
more so that helps him out consciously and unconsciously.  It seeps 
through so she gets some natural vibe off of him but it’s all about 
the natural character anyways.

Oh, I forgot to mention but at the top of that graph you’ll see that 
the extrapolated data that she is gathering from the man’s character 
and her fairly accurate intuitional interpretation is the stimulus and 
her level of a�raction/readout is the response.

The man’s character is the stimulus and she is the response.  It’s an 
accelerated way to look at the human mating dance.  It’s actually 
similar throughout the animal kingdom where (for ie.) species of 
male birds will ‘showcase’ a certain feature about themselves to fe-
males prove that they fit her natural expectation....

such as showing her his bird bachelor pad with the right configura-
tion of twigs so she’ll know if he is a natural and good choice of a 
match.

To put it simply, women are on the lookout for potential matches 
and she will judge a man’s entire essence down to the smallest 



details to have a good sense of whether he would be a match for 
her (naturally, socially and independently).

And since most men in forced reality culture’s are out of touch with 
their own natural character, most men don’t qualify and she keeps 
on looking for the men that are.  Her vibrator can’t please her 
forever.

In order for men to get laid more they have to reach a certain level 
of trust and ability with the woman so that she knows (he’s in touch 
with his natural character enough) she can trust him to be a man 
and fulfill her natural expectations.

Most men are le�ing the socio-cultural crap get in the way of clear-
ly seeing, operating and LEADING the way on the natural plane 
of a�raction.  They’re not connecting to the natural expectation or 
truth within her.  

They’re not offering value and she declines their advances even 
though HE is selfishly horny yet not at the level of character she 
(understandably) expects.

Many men will do things that will continue to lower her response 
even if they start out strong.  Her interest will drop and fade out 
sometimes rapidly say if he was good-looking and higher towards 
the social end of character but wasn’t in touch with his natural 
character.

And it can always be mapped out at anytime; her level of a�rac-
tion for you or in response to any other man.  There must always be 
some readout on the chart.

What she is reading intuitively about your character is basically the 



stimulus to which she will respond to (on the a�raction response 
model) and where SHE stands (in response to you) determines 
whether you’re a go, no-go, or she’ll give you a chance to keep 
reading you because (you’re not fully there) she wants to see if you 
DO have the character (more hidden) or not.

It’s up to you to EXPLOIT and capitalize on this (universal) knowl-
edge and use it in your own life to give women what they want.

It’s all about increasing your own character...the women are 
waiting...really, they’re waiting for men who qualify and can 
naturally lead them.

Once a man qualifies and continues to maintain her high a�raction, 
she will want to stay around him if he is high across the chart (esp. 
because the lack of other men of this level of character).

All of this can actually be seen more CLEARLY when the F.A.R.M. 
combines with the man’s Character Continuum to form the 
Relational Model of A�raction.

We’ll get to that further in this eBook.





Here it is: the star of the show...the Relational Model of A�raction.

This is THE model that defines a�raction in reality; it puts it into 
writing for the first time ever and quite accurately.

If you can understand the RMA you will understand success with 
women and how simple it really is.  You will SEE the men who are 
successful and likewise the men who aren’t successful.

You’ll able to see where you used to stand and WHY women 
haven’t responded to you as you would ideally expect them to.  
You’ll also know how and what to change in order to have women 
interested in you (which is the only path to ‘scoring’ with them).

So looking at the RMA on the previous page you will see that at the 
top is the male character continuum readout.  In this case I have the 
character of a fairly effective PUA (pick up artist).  Note that it is 
upside down to match the female perspective.

You can also flip the RMA upside down if you want to see the male 
perspective.

So here we have the default female perspective of the relationship...
that is what the RMA is.  It is the a�raction relationship between a 
man and a woman.  It accurately gauges and predicts her response.

It cuts through all of the socially inspired ideas she may have be-
cause it is all-inclusive; it’s all here.



Looking at the RMA in this case (remember it can essentially be 
plo�ed for any interaction between any man and any woman), you 
will be able to GENERALLY determine a man’s chance to ‘score’ 
with her or her general awareness.

Different women will have slightly different expectational/ideal 
standards to which they would respond to.  Like I mentioned 
earlier, a gold-digger would respond more favorably to a man of 
high social status and means and be willing to exploit it as well.  

So men that are high on social status but weak on natural may 
enjoy this kind of lifestyle even though they are being milked to the 
bone.

But here we have a PUA character and her ideal/expectational 
response on the bo�om of the RMA (remember it’s her F.A.R.M. or 
a�raction response chart).

Her ideal response is just there by default.  Her ACTUAL 
RESPONSE and readout will be changing and is different for each 
man or independent character that she runs across.

This is how she will easily respond differently to different men and 
behave accordingly.  So if you look at the two diagrams that are 
lower we will see the actual response she has to two different types 
of PUA’s (character continuums not shown). 

The first is her a�raction response to a PUA of moderate or aver-
age ability.  She’s not that a�racted to him as we can see because the 
actual line is quite low and highest on the social end.  He’s kind of 
cool and knows how to talk but other than that she’s not interested 
in his own personality and can’t sense any natural character so she 
won’t give him much of a chance.  Even if he really knows how to 



talk he doesn’t stand much of a chance with her because she’s pre�y 
much made up her mind already.

As David DeAngelo says, “A�raction isn’t a choice”.  These deci-
sions that she is making are primarily intuitive and focused on the 
natural character because in a�raction and mating, that’s what 
carries the most weight (not his ability to juggle or make stupid 
jokes).

Looking at her F.A.R.M. graph below is her response to a different 
man of a bit higher character who knows how to trigger certain re-
actions within her that tap into part of her natural character as well 
as showcasing some more of his own social and independent char-
acter.  

Her response to him (though backwards) can be triggered like a 
doppler effect to rise as she becomes more aware that he DOES 
have these other qualities which ma�er more to her.  

This guy actually has a chance with her but has to work to earn it 
because he started strong on the least important side of the scale 
(for a�raction and sex): the social/verbal side.

Now, let me try and explain the actual RMA in a li�le more detail to 
help you further understand it (make sure you view my free videos 
as well to get further insight online).

The distance between the man’s character and her actual response, 
the closer they are together means the higher a�raction and desire 
for him.  The further the distance between the two plot curves, the 
less a�raction she has for him.  It’s that simple.



So on any possible variation of a man’s character you can look at 
the woman’s A.R.M. (a�raction response model).

What happens is she will essentially compare EVERY potential can-
didate/man to her own expectational/ideal (don’t worry, she’s still 
ruled by the natural).  

You can immediately plot out where any man’s character stands 
once you know his readout.  What happens next in most cases is 
the distance between them with a�raction will grow further apart.

Once she compares him to her ideal and sees that (if) he doesn’t 
match up, her interest or response/ability to him will fall.  This 
means that their relation on the charts grows FURTHER apart.

They have less of a connection or synergy between them.  If a man 
doesn’t ‘match up’ or give her something of interest, her own inter-
est will drop usually dramatically.

Also if a man starts out with good high character but then drops in 
character while he’s communicating with her (which happens a lot), 
her own a�raction response will also drop in almost all cases.

So you can see it as immediately (the first few seconds) she gives 
every man an equal chance until they do prove her wrong (in her 
own judgment).  She will compare him against her ideal/expecta-
tional.

Many times a man is so-so but doesn’t knock her socks off right 
away so she’ll ‘give him a chance’.  This man has moderate charac-
ter throughout the 3 different levels.  Maybe he looks semi-
confident and she likes his style so she’ll give him a shot.



Then it’s up to him to essentially raise HER interest level or a�rac-
tion response.  How does he do this?  By keeping and proving that 
he does have high character.

So if he’s lacking in the natural character he’s GOING to have to run 
peddles around her with his own uniqueness (independent charac-
ter) or social/verbal ability (or social proof) to show her that he has 
high character.

Most o�en women NEVER end up with a man who blows their 
socks off right from the bat.  I can teach you to become this man 
and if you aren’t there in the looks department, you can still knock 
her socks off but it might take something a li�le bit more to make 
up for that area (which is easy through higher natural character or 
verbal ability that confirms you ARE that man) and then you’re in 
like flynn.

The man is rare that knocks her socks off.  Usually women just ‘set-
tle’ as Eddie Vedder sang, ‘can’t find a be�er man’.  What happens 
when YOU are that be�er man?  All kinds of interesting things.

In life it’s all about value.  If someone or something gives you value 
that adds to the quality of your life, you’re interested in them/that 
or it becomes more fascinating and interesting to you.  That’s 
reciprocity in action.  It’s give and take.

A sexy woman that you ‘see’ has added value to your life so you 
want to ‘give it’ to her but it’s not that simple.  You have to see it 
from her point of view and psychology...you have to have some-
thing of value to offer HER.

That value is a high character...something that is desirable...some-



thing that can please her on that deep unexplainable natural (and 
social) level that anything less just doesn’t cut.  In fact that’s why 
she doesn’t let men into her who don’t qualify.  

BECOME this man and you will have more pussy than you know 
how to deal with (my own independent character had to throw that 
one in there).  

When you can represent the essence of what she desires most (this 
universal/natural masculine confidence and quality) you will be 
ready.  

And that includes absolute fearlessness of women (see my ‘Over-
coming Fear of Aphrodite’s audio cd program; this program is fit 
for a man who wants to become a King with women).

She wants to make the right decisisions so help her let her know 
that’s you by being a man of higher character and respectfully 
bringing value to her life that pleases her (sexually) too instead of 
just selfishly ‘taking’.

Most men just aren’t offering value (whether they know it or not) to 
women (especially sexy desirable women).

To looks at things from her angle:

A woman will fall for a man when HER a�raction response exceeds 
her ideal/expectational in reality.  She will o�en fall for men of high 
character without knowing them personally because her a�raction 
response chart is above the expectational/ideal as well but what it 
comes down to is reality vs. fantasy.  



You want to be the fall guy right?  Well BE that guy and you will 
also permeate into her dreams of fantasy about you as well.  You 
have no idea the level of value she is feeling in that high level of re-
sponse and you can bring it to her (and many women).

Their emotional and physiological/psychosexual connection is 
more complete and balanced than a man’s is.  The experience of ful-
fillment is greater for them even if they never reach orgasm.  

Their mind, body and soul will irrationally be ruled and taken over 
from their logic with a man who understands natural a�raction and 
has harnessed his natural character/sexual confidence/ability.

The feelings he brings and represents (those characteristics which 
are greater than him) are like an irresistible drug to her.  You have 
this power by tapping into and connecting with your power as a 
man.  It is what ensures the continuation of civilization.  They can’t 
do it without us.

Maybe this portion should be best fit into another chapter but I 
keep on flowing and ranting but let’s get back to a synopsis of the 
RMA (relational model of a�raction).

Remember that any relation between a man and a woman can be 
plo�ed out and understood.  If you know the man’s character you 
can pre�y well PREDICT the woman’s a�raction/response.

Now...she may show her response in different ways.  Some women 
are more open and some are more subtle in their ways (such as us-
ing nonverbal body language signals).  

Certain cultures of women also know how to naturally progress the 



relationship quite naturally.

In fact, with certain types of women a man (who isn’t fully natural-
ly in touch) may wonder what is wrong with the women who is so 
closed off and not giving any signals.

First of all, once he’s naturally in touch she’ll want to start giving 
those signals even if they are subtle (she won’t be able to control it 
o�en), but there’s another interesting point.

Books like “The Rules” aren’t doing anything to help the modern 
man who is still confused.  When that book says things like ‘eye 
contact is not necessary’ for a woman to a�ract or help a man....it’s 
this kind of unnatural B.S. that just makes it even harder for a man 
to tell whether a woman is really interested in him or not.

In fact it makes him wonder if all (forced reality) girls were forced 
to read ‘the rules’ at the age of 17 or so and literally brainwashed by 
it.  

The good news is that women will still breakthrough the bogus, 
manipulative side of things to help a man with the process of 
a�raction (it IS a two way street which they seem to miss) by 
sending him signals when he IS in touch with his natural side.  

When her a�raction level is strong enough she will send out signals 
or risk losing this rare chance of a guy despite the ‘rules’ telling her 
not to send out any signals.

So if you aren’t in touch with your natural side of course it’s hard 
to ‘read’ or ‘coldread’ women who have been taught to repress that 
side of her to help ANY man (let alone ‘the one for her’)...so it’s 
in your best interest anyways to increase your natural character 



awareness and power so you can get in touch with the nonverbal 
level of communication that breaks through social status and B.S.

But back to the RMA chart.  I would suggest going over it again and 
looking at it so you understand it; also watch my free video tutori-
als on it to further get a grip on it.  

It will be priceless in your future effectiveness with women (pri-
marily because it defines all interactions and success or failure).

Remember; woman is receptive and reading signals from all three 
areas without your knowing it or not at all times through her 
awareness of you or your relationship.  

It’s in your best interest to keep her a�raction/response at a high 
level not by faking it (which is hard for a long time) but to BE the 
man of high character.

All relations again can be charted in the Relational Model of A�rac-
tion for any man and any woman.  It shows their relation to each 
other and through the distance between each of them, determines 
the magnetism/chemicals between them and the man’s chance of 
success.

Learn and understand it well.  It’s so profound that I will continue 
to teach and help guys understand and apply it throughout the 
future.

Looking at the chart again to review on the PUA relation to her in 
this case....

Now when PUA’s ARE successful, what happens is a doppler effect.



The charts will change.  His current character (or even ‘chi’) will 
change.  It becomes more than ‘just a line’ and he becomes unique..
a li�le more independent.  

He will say and behave congruently in a way that will set off a 
spark of a�raction within her (this can be kickstarted by ‘negging’ 
her social persona’s response to him if it drops a�er she meets him).
  
His level of independence and universal/natural will temporarily 
rise (never peaking).  Her response chart in relation to him in the 
interaction is changing.  

He didn’t have universal/independent to start but it can be kick-
started through the social interaction.

Their interaction can be charted on another graph.  Anytime that 
the two become closer in distance on the chart, there’s more of a 
chance for ‘real’ connection.  

Her response to him will rise on the universal/natural and indepen-
dent and she will become more interested in him.  This is the only 
way it works.

Any time any PUA has scored, this is what has happened.  Lines 
alone don’t do it.  It’s her emotional, inner, connected self that 
‘knows’ to respond if he’s behaving like a true (alpha) man (one 
with the 3 characteristics) or not.

Even if she knows that he doesn’t have it all together because he’s 
focused on the social area only, as long as he actually DOES trigger 
a response in her which taps into her universal/natural and 
independent expectations it may very well work out.



If she sees that he’s just trying to ‘pick up girls’, she’ll extrapolate 
and judge that information.  He scores low on the 2 most important 
areas and medium-high on the social interdependent, he’s not what 
she’s looking for.  He’s not a magnet.

Real men that she’s undeniably a�racted to don’t even have to but 
rarely approach women because they have the uberalles universal/
natural area handled.  

It’s important to mention that in the Relational Model of A�raction 
(the nonverbal and verbal interdependent relation at any point in 
time between a man and a woman in terms of a�raction, interest 
and why she’ll stay with or leave him) that there are two main com-
ponents.

First is the man’s (any man’s) character continuum which provides 
the stimulus and second, the Female A�raction Response Model in 
which will be determined her level of a�raction towards him based 
off of his character status.



Why are Women A�racted to Bad Boys?  

It’s VERY simple when you look at the character continuum and her 
relational response/desire.  He has a high status across the board on 
his character (except maybe independent); he’s a strong man that 
she’s a�racted to, even if some of his ideas on life are ‘off’, he’s 
congruent with who HE is.  

A lot of bad boys actually will have a lower independent character 
but it doesn’t even ma�er to her in the heat of the moment or think-
ing for the long-term (which she isn’t) because he’s a match on at 
least the natural level with her sexually.

It must be mentioned that he could be a criminal or whatever, when 
I say ‘character’ here, we’re not talking about values, rather the ac-
tual main universal components; how independent he is no ma�er 
what his beliefs may be.  

So don’t get morals or character confused in the model magnet sys-
tem with a man’s representation and reality of who he is; I’m just 
calling it his ‘character’ because it’s what women notice and re-
spond to.  

Yes, even a ‘good woman’ can get turned on by criminals or any 
kind of man who is high on the character/chi continuum and dis-
plays it.

Even though she may not choose him socially, her body is respond-
ing and a�racted to those universal qualities he does represent.
Sometimes a woman ‘is’ looking to hookup specifically and will 
take the closest guy she can find to matching her desires (usually 
the highest character continuum).  



Most of the time however, she’s ‘open’ to connections happening 
because it’s supposed to happen naturally.

She wants to talk about the time the she met this guy ‘somewhere’ 
and everything just happened...she got swept away.  You have to 
know as a man to lead her through that process; don’t spoil it for 
her by telling her what you’re doing.  Let her enjoy it and feel what 
she wants to feel...respect her, her body and her experience.

If you try to ‘see what happens’ and get swept along and you’re low 
on the universal/natural side nothing’s going to happen or you’ll 
keep going in circles wondering what to do.  

You HAVE to lead but it’s not difficult when you and her are com-
municating and in tune to the universal/sexual/natural side of each 
other’s character.

Many guys just aren’t giving anything special that she would be 
interested in anyways especially (because of their status on the c.c.) 
when they’re acting like a nice guy or trying to get her interest by 
courting her or fla�ering her.



The Relational Model of A�raction: 
Man’s Perspective

Here we can see the perspective of the a�raction relationship from 
the man’s perspective.  On the bo�om le� is the a�raction dynamic 
between the PUA and on the bo�om right that of an extremely ef-
fective man who is at the top of the character continuum.

On top of each is the flipped female a�raction standard.  You can 
clearly see the relationship between the man and the woman when 
it comes to a�raction.  

Remember that the scale represents an absolute truth of character 
in who the man is and who he is representing to her at the time; 
(plus she’ll find out any incongruencies of character if he is fronting 
anyways).

In the case of the PUA who is still learning and highly dependent 
on sarging or using lines and techniques, it is possible he may con-
nect but you can clearly see that the most important areas are as far 
away as possible from what she desires and responds to the most.



This means that in order for the PUA to be effective at all he’s going 
to have to trigger or kickstart a doppler effect that will trigger her 
natural response mechanism anyways.  

The chance of this is happening is slim unless he really becomes a 
congruent ‘character’ of independence; all of this happening from 
the right side of the continuum in order to superficially get some-
thing to happen on the le� side of sexual/universal/natural where 
he should be starting from in the first place.

At the point he trigger a response in her, it’s still shallow unless he 
can continue to accelerate and build it up so that their relationship 
moves away from the social and more towards his and her natural/
sexual area anyways. 

Then his chart will change and they’ll be closer together in the rela-
tional chart = probable success.

A woman’s expectational ideal chart may vary.  If she’s in a relation-
ship or married she will dilute the possibility of ‘falling for’ a guy 
because of her natural reaction (even though she can’t deny it’s hap-
pening, she’ll prevent the relationship from happening usually).

Sometimes though, her wavelength will be higher than usual so 
that she’s ready for the closest real thing that she can find to fulfill 
her innate physical/psychosexual desires.

For the RMA just remember that the closer the man’s character is to 
her (higher character) expectational/ideal, the more interested she 
will be.  If the ideal continues to hold or increase she may become 
infatuated with him, but if she judges or finds out he has low char-
acter and a greater gap, her a�raction will be VERY low.



Take a look at the diagram above.  In this example you’re trying to 
get the peaches and cream.  It’s placed on a table but in order to get 
to it, it has to be at a height so you can reach it.

In the wussboy case, the table is on the floor without any support-
ing legs.  This makes it near impossible for the wussboy to get the 
peaches and cream.  

So taking this analogy to the real world; wussboy’s chance with 
(desirable) women is so low because he doesn’t have value in any 
of the three areas (natural awareness/universal knowledge, inde-
pendent identity nor does he know how to communicate that and 
connect with her even on the social level alone because the first two 
areas aren’t there.  

There’s nothing to back him up.  His chance is clear to see that it 
definitely doesn’t cause a�raction in women because he doesn’t 
have any value to offer her (and if he did, impossible to show it be-
cause he doesn’t have the universal/natural taken care of).  

Women get the low value flatline readout in all areas and even if he 
has good looks, will close the chance with him off because he is just 
terrible.  

Success Prevention Analogy



Take a look at the diagram above.  In this example you’re trying to 
get the peaches and cream.  It’s placed on a table but in order to get 
to it, it has to be at a height so you can reach it.

In the wussboy case, the table is on the floor without any support-
ing legs.  This makes it near impossible for the wussboy to get the 
peaches and cream.  

So taking this analogy to the real world; wussboy’s chance with 
(desirable) women is so low because he doesn’t have value in any 
of the three areas (natural awareness/universal knowledge, inde-
pendent identity nor does he know how to communicate that and 
connect with her even on the social level alone because the first two 
areas aren’t there.  

There’s nothing to back him up.  His chance is clear to see that it 
definitely doesn’t cause a�raction in women because he doesn’t 
have any value to offer her (and if he did, impossible to show it be-
cause he doesn’t have the universal/natural taken care of).  

Women get the low value flatline readout in all areas and even if he 
has good looks, will close the chance with him off because he is just 
terrible.  

He doesn’t understand natural a�raction, he’s not secure in his in-
dependence even if he is a great guy and he doesn’t know how to 
communicate with her.  

There’s no way THIS guy (from what she’s ge�ing here) is going to 
be someone she can trust in the least to lead her through the 
process of natural a�raction and keeping it interdependent instead 



of becoming a clingy, needy man.

Even if he is a great independent guy in all other areas of life, IT 
DOESN’T MATTER.  He only gets one shot with most women and 
they’re going to be reading him like an open book because it’s all 
they have.  

Women will be making all the judgments and decisions they need 
to know and when it comes to a�raction women are almost always 
accurate.  They know the men that can give them those feelings if it 
is evident, she will pick it up.  

They will close off a wussboy who is low on all points of the contin-
uum just as fast as you will shutdown your chance with a fat, ugly 
woman.

If you look at the middle diagram, you see the PUA is on one leg.  
He is only really operating in one of the three areas of the character 
continuum (social).  He doesn’t have the strength of anything else 
to back him up.

Everything he does and says HAS to be right on and accurate be-
cause he’s based on unstable, shaky footing.  I hope you can see 
this.  

If he does everything just right though, he can partake but even 
then it’s like he’s walking on eggshells and still the relationship 
probably won’t last long at all if it gets to a one nighter.

Now look at the diagram on the far right.  Here we have the model 
magnet man analogy.  He’s got all three legs of support there.  Any-
thing he wants to do is stable and easy.  



He doesn’t have to worry about things or even ‘say all the right 
things’ to a woman...the stability is there in the interdependent rela-
tionship (between the table and it’s stability/height or between him 
and a woman) and it’s potential for success.  Now it’s quite easy to 
get what he wants ;)

I hope that analogy helps you understand the model magnet char-
acter continuum a li�le more because there really are those 3 areas. 

Those are the 3 pillars that she will be reading and judging you on 
whether she’s conscious of it or not (which also include many fac-
tors within them).

Women aren’t naive anymore and they have a lot of experience to 
be able to judge and pick up detail VERY accurately when it comes 
to a�raction and choosing who they would ‘mate’ with.

If you’ve somewhat a�racted women in the past, it’s because you 
were never at full strength in all areas.  The more you can show 
these 3 primordial qualities to a woman when she first sees you and 
throughout your interaction, the more excited she will get to want 
to be with you.

By being at the top of universal/natural you are in tune with what 
to do naturally; you already know, it just has to be uncovered.  

Then you’ll be at the top of the chart (when you really ARE there in 
behavior) and be able to take any woman who responds and plays 
the accelerated mating ritual to the sexual/intimate level.
If you’re at the top of each category, that means you have absolute 
congruency with that part of your character and she will sense it 
literally a mile away.



Women are internally a�racted to what you could describe as your 
character or your energy more than your looks.  Men are a�racted 
by physical beauty.  

It’s a balance that has worked for thousands of years and usually 
you don’t see a be�er looking man with an ugly woman.  

If anything, that formula is reversed and much more likely because 
men are naturally a�racted to physical beauty and women are at-
tracted to character in a man (which allows him room to make up 
for other things if he’s lacking).

Can you imagine the depression women go through when they 
KNOW that men (a�er they know them usually) are rejecting them 
based on their looks alone.  

What if you with the power wanted to ‘upgrade’ your girl to a more 
beautiful girl?  Hey, that’s your call and your reality.  I’m just pro-
viding you with the knowledge and tools to be the shot-caller in 
your life.

In fact, for me when I’ve actually got past the meeting point of 
women I’ve ALWAYS had the advantage, favor and power because 
of my high character.  

Get past the meeting point and BE the man of high character and 
you’ll do VERY well with women and o�en they won’t want to 
leave you because you are the man of their dreams; not just some 
selfish guy who has low character where she IS out of this guy’s 
league.

Deserve women ‘out of your league’ by ge�ing in their league with 
character of a higher nature.



How a Man Fails / Keeping Magnetism

Things are the way they are for a reason...call it intelligent design 
or pure naturalism, women are interested in men in what I call the 
character continuum and men are interested in women in a 
different way (based on beauty).  

That’s just the way it is so you might as well accept it.

It’s not supposed to be the exact same or the delicate balance that 
continues the propagation of hope and life would be thrown off 
and we would essentially die out.  

Women love sex just as much as men but for them it’s a different 
philosophy in who they choose.

It’s up to you whether you want to study and embrace this fact of 
life (now that it’s finally uncovered and charted!).

These are just two examples above (a good PUA and a pure natu-
ral).  Any man will have a different absolute truth readout on the 
character continuum.  In fact, weaker men will completely vary and 
change their readout when meeting a woman.  

Their independence may greatly drop because of ge�ing fearful or 
flustered around her and their social may increase when approach-
ing; they’re not solid in who they are or their behavior. 

They are constantly shi�ing and changing and she can sense the 
up and down variations in your character.  She wants to be able to 
‘trust’ you and can’t if you’re shi�ing and she doesn’t know you’re 



solid or where you’re coming from.

During a relationship though, to go back to that first point, a man 
may drop in his independence if he professes his feelings for a 
woman.

In order to maintain the magnetism in the relationship she (#2) 
must be a�racted to him (#1).  Any time that this paradigm is vio-
lated there will be a failure and she will leave him.

And now we know why.  His independence has dropped, thus low-
ering his natural/universal status as well and she can longer trust or 
respect him to be a natural man.  

The magnetism decreases because his drop in independence gets 
further away from the strength of her a�raction to him.

This is simply because he’s becoming more dependent on her in his 
speech, behavior and actual physiology.  This destroys the magne-
tism.  It’s like a pair of undershorts that lose their elasticity...they’re 
going to fall.

But I’m so ‘interested’ in her you might say.  Well, you have to look 
at life and just accept the fact that you really do deserve a woman 
of her level and beauty and be cool about it; it all comes back to you 
despite all of the feminism that’s out there today.  

Anytime a man starts to tell a woman how he ‘feels’ there are some 
interesting things that happen in the relational model.  He begins to 
lose his independence...it starts dropping down from where it was.

Remember that their relationship is supposed to be purely interde-



pendent and respectful and shouldn’t include dependency, cling-
ing, dragging down, co-dependency, etc.

When the man is independent and respects the woman’s indepen-
dence as well, they can maintain a natural, healthy relationship of 
a�raction and magnetism to each other.

The model is designed primarily to show the desired expectancy 
and responsiveness of a woman.  Here you see the relational model 
of interdependent a�raction.

When a man isn’t sure of his place in the world or in his culture 
and is low on the natural/universal status level his level of indepen-
dence will consequently be lower than it could be as well.  

He cannot reach his true full potential as a man if he doesn’t un-
derstand or live with a connection to his power as inheritance as a 
man, especially in relation to a very beauty centric society.

If you’re unstable (like it’s ok for her to be) then it’s over.

We’re looking at what women are a�racted to beyond the social 
words they say; we’re looking at their proven actions.  

And although for longer term relationships there are many other 
social factors that can come into play, everything can be plo�ed on 
the relational a�raction model.  Is there any hope to keep a�raction 
though?

A man CAN actually keep things going well in keeping her a�ract-
ed to him.  How?  By maintaining his independence and dealing 
with her on an interdependent level while staying high on the char-



acter continuum (offers value to her).

There’s going to have to be a tradeoff.  If you’re wondering how to 
keep a relationship going my advice here is (don’t marry a super-
woman if you want to be your full true self) balance things out.

Familiarity does breed contempt if for no other reason than you’re 
being around each other too much, associating negative thoughts 
and arguments which each other, and c0-dependent and co-habita-
tion living tendencies are infringing on each other’s independent 
space.  

The solution?  Spend time apart.  If you’re an independent man, 
you’re GOING to need your space.  Let her know that.  If things be-
come to cramped..get away from each other for a while.  

Do something with your buddies and allow each of you to miss 
each other and regain/recharge your independence.  Then you can 
come back together and have a great interdependent/mutual time 
together.  

It’s all formulaic.  How many counselors even teach this?  I don’t 
know but they should.  

Relationships are difficult especially with a woman who is actually 
more like you (which many of them are today); fascinating, inde-
pendent, empowered, beautiful, capable, etc.

It becomes an essential power struggle and the man wonders where 
his place is.  If you do NOT want to repress your true character and 
live a peaceful family life that stays together I’d recommend a more 
traditional woman for a long-term relationship.



Oh, but you’re so ‘enthralled’ and ‘enraptured’ by miss wonder-
woman herself.  Fast forward down the road and be living with her 
and the other side of her that you haven’t seen yet and her empow-
ered emotion and see if you want to put up with it. 

Her empowered emotion = drama + long-term commitment to ir-
repressible independent woman + naturally independent man = her 
nagging.  Want to prevent a divorce?  

Don’t go down that path in the first place.  You can’t tame the 
shrew.  One person is going to wear the pants in the family.  Who is 
it going to be?  Woman’s independence today is also her curse for 
real long-term relationships.

For more hardcore insights into our social, interpersonal reality 
read ‘Men’s Guide to Women’.

But if you just want to deal with women in the short-term (ie. phys-
ical or fun relationships), then if you do it in respect, they are ready 
to have fun too.  They’re not looking for every guy to propose to 
them (how most guys come across to them); they want things to 
happen casually and then develop from there.

Always keep your character continuum high.  Even in the face of 
life and death, fight or flight, and the most powerful, beautiful 
women.  You are the rock and the natural man of power and favor.



True Colors & Men Who Succeed

True colors.  You know when you’re listening to music and really 
into it and visualizing.  This is your world, your reality.  It’s inter-
nal.  Why not make it more external?

Why do you think women dig rockstars, artists, etc.?  It’s because 
they’re OFF THE CHARTS on the independent part of the character 
continuum.  

O�en this alone has spurred enough interest from women that they 
start ge�ing laid and get more in touch with their natural character 
from that point, to open up more desire from women.

They’re ‘showing’ their true colors and it’s a powerful magnetic 
aphrodisiac for women.  Not to mention the added social proof of 
other women knowingly desiring these men as well.

If you have some value in your life to give, find a way to show it, 
somehow.  Showing and giving value through true colors is one of 
the absolute strongest things you can do to be a model magnet.

Even today though, there are recording artists and celebrities who 
may be off the charts on the independent scale but actually suck at 
the social or the universal (sometimes because they’re just not con-
necting).  They think that just doing what they do is going to be 
enough.  

And even though it may get them laid more than the AFC, they’re 
still limiting themselves.  A normal guy who does increase his level 
of the 3 areas should easily be able to a�ract ho�er and more wom-
an for actual relationships (of any kind) than that celebrity who is 
weak in the other two areas.





Tommy Lee is one of the few guys who has all 3 down.  He’s a natu-
ral because he always maintains the power and control in the rela-
tionship no ma�er what level of woman he’s with.

This is the way it’s supposed to be and he’s in touch with it.  If you 
look at the charts to the le� you’ll see the true model magnet/natu-
ral has high character status across the charts in all 3 areas...for ex-
ample, Tommy Lee..

He’s also extremely independent, so he isn’t going to be dragging a 
woman down but will add value to her life (fun, sex and memories) 
and doesn’t make excuses for any of his actions.  Colin Farrell is like 
this as well as some others that may come to mind.

Of course he has true colors going for him strong in the indepen-
dent area as well.  And he has the social area peaked out very well.
The chart’s don’t lie.  

So let’s take a closer look at the RMA (Relational Model of 
A�raction) which I will go into specifically coming up soon.

You can see that the man’s character continuum is upside down and 
we’re viewing the relationship from the female perspective. 

Simply, the closer a female’s response is to the man’s character, the 
more of a true connection and synergy there is in that area.  There 
is more magnetism.  

If they are close together on the natural end, she is quite a�racted to 
him even if he isn’t her ‘type’ (and lower in the independent/expec-
tational area.

Your independent character may not come CLOSE to matching a 



powerful Aphrodite’s.  Many men’s just aren’t.  So if that’s you, you 
definitely have to have a power that is greater; a power where you 
rule.  This is your natural character and your connection to it.

This way you can be more like the Tommy Lee in the graph but still 
being yourself.  You don’t have to have his independent traits (bad 
boy, rocker, style, etc.) just the natural/universal power.

Your natural sexual power as a man and this inheritance will give 
her primarily what she wants.  Everything else she wants has been 
socially contrived and is a part of that part of her but we’re talking 
about a�raction and success with women.  

If you possess this and can see through all of the other junk, you 
will be able to fulfill many of these unearthly goddesses.

Because he is as close as possible to what she wants and responds 
to on her a�raction ideal, he is a powerful model magnet and his in-
terdependence level secures sex whenever he wants.

Being a magnet happens to pull in other women as well and when 
they see they’re in competition for you, it just accelerates every-
thing and creates an even stronger force of a�raction BETWEEN 
each woman and you.  

This sets you WAY ahead of the pack, I mean light years.  And as 
long as you are evidently ‘showing’ who you are in all areas (be-
cause you really are that guy) but making it shown ‘true colors’ in 
your energy, behavior, self-image, style and character you’ll be giv-
ing women just the data they need to be very interested in you right 
off the bat, everywhere you go.  

You’ll find that crazy things just start happening and that because 



you’re in touch with the universal/natural, when you do start things 
it happens easily because you’re so close to being in touch with that 
part of her as well.  

There’s not a large distance or gap you have to make up for as in 
ineffective men’s character/a�raction diagrams.

Almost all of us have some work to do in some areas.  Most men 
don’t know what to be around women.  Just be yourself but TRULY 
yourself as according to the character continuum; there’s no escap-
ing or making excuses.  

If you have an absolute truth readout thats low then you need work 
on growing yourself, aligning yourself and really being yourself 
personified if you want more success.

Nice guys aren’t fully independent on the continuum because they 
really AREN’T being their full self (unless they’ve been so damaged 
by society that this is who they are currently) when they’re in the 
presence of women of beauty and power.  

They’re trying to be socially acceptable, not hurt anyone’s feelings 
and basically get ran over all of the time because they’re not an 
independent proactive force in the universe or when it comes to 
women.

A woman can’t respect him (at least in a�raction) because he’s not 
an independent and secure man.  He’s clearly NOT what she’s look-
ing for so she’ll close off that option even just from the tiniest ex-
trapolated data about him.

He could try and say anything and it won’t ma�er because who he 
IS speaks so loudly she can’t hear what he’s saying.  It works the 



other way as well.  Nice guys or wussies are approval seeking or in 
need of external validation.  This denotes a level of dependency and 
therefore they cannot go for him.

Since the age of 18 you became more independent than you ever 
realized.  You really are independent.  You’re a man.  You take care 
of yourself.  You don’t have to depend on anyone anymore.

My relationship to my family is not one of dependency.  It’s one of 
a special kind of interdependency.  I’ve only asked favors (not out 
of dependency) once or twice each in 12 years from 3 close family 
members, that’s it.  And I paid them back.

Just from this knowledge alone, where do you think I’m at one the 
independent part of the continuum?  I’ve been peaked out for years 
but it hasn’t always go�en me success because I have lacked in the 
other 2 areas before.  

Plus there’s the true colors portion of independence where you start 
to show it off (who you are) to bridge the gap between indepen-
dence.  Most men just don’t have this level of clarity.  

This knowledge is all power in your favor and I’m giving all of this 
to you free right now because I know that you might be interested 
in my further, fully developed training to develop your high sta-
tus character and to become the man who is wildly successful with 
women.

Once you can really show who you are (in your character) to make 
connections with people instead of keeping all of your internal 
value and beauty as a fantasy world inside yourself (by moving 
towards and having a high status on the right side of the character 
continuum), your world will start to change.  



As an independent man, you never need approval from anyone 
anyways.  Only the truly independent can be purely interdepen-
dent.  And this is the journey you will go through in the complete 
Model Magnet process:

Understanding/connecting with the universal/natural/sexual na-
ture/game.  Internalizing that leverage into your own independent 
character, working on your independence (including image, true 
colors and extrapolate this!) and then moving towards social/inter-
dependence and making connections (including taking advantage 
of opportunities when women approach or ‘signal’ you).

Even when you ‘get’ the full universal/natural...it’s so important 
that it stays on the character continuum as a reminder; but it’s your 
independence that ma�ers so much.  

It’s who you really are and you OWE IT TO YOURSELF to REALLY 
be this man at all times and in how you relate to women.  And if 
you’re just the guy who never had his independence, that’s why 
EVERYONE goes through the universal/natural understanding first 
no ma�er how well they think they have it together.

So when you’re acting needy, seeking approval, or know that you’d 
turn into a wuss once you get emotional about her you’re not fully 
independent.  Her a�raction to you is relative. 
 
You drop in independence and start becoming dependent on her 
instead of remaining interdependent (the way it’s supposed to be), 
the relationship goes off kilter, you’ve defied the natural paradigm 
and her a�raction will drop at least at the rate your independence 
dropped.



Maintaining your Independence...

When you are portraying your character a�ributes and they are 
universally aligning up to what she desires most in a man (esp. be-
cause that is who you ARE and not faking it), it’s like giving her a 
dose of some kind of drug (for sake of a be�er analogy).

Because you’re so deep and universal at the same time, she can’t 
ever get a ‘grasp’ on the entirety of your essence...she wants MORE.  
This keeps her in your reality where she belongs in a�raction.  

It’s intoxicating, plus you’re not the guy who is ‘courting’ her or ex-
pecting to marry her through your actions (even if it might end up 
there); you’re just really ge�ing to know her and having a lot of fun 
together without all of the other social pressures or expectations.

But she is supposed to be in your reality; THAT’S the natural bal-
ance and what she DOES (not what she says).  It’s not ever sup-
posed to be the other way; it’s unnatural.  

As long as the natural balanced is maintained, because today there 
are woman who wear the pants in the family as long as the guy 
really is playing the traditional female role interpersonally it can 
work out because they can still procreate to fulfill their biological/
natural destiny. 

I know several relationships like this and you probably do to.  This 
used to rarely if ever happen.  There were only maybe a few aphro-
dite’s per culture, now they’re everywhere.

Keep it to AMP relationships (accelerated mating process) or 
friends with these women, keeping it respectful.  If you choose to 



have a ‘real’ relationship with her you’re going to be inviting more 
drama into your life than you bargained for, I guarantee it.  

Your test of character comes in ‘falling for her’ and ‘groveling’ at 
her feet or staying your true self and maintaining power and au-
thority over your life; despite how wonderful and fascinating she is.
  
Yes, it’s kind of bi�ersweet and maybe this will happen sometimes 
where you just meet a woman that affects your character contin-
uum but the point where you cross the line and she becomes #1 
where you’re more a�racted to ‘her’ then it’ll be over.  

She’ll need her space and then you’ll be the one crying over her 
instead of her crying over you.  In actual marriage relationships 
though, I know families that just put all of that aside and make it 
work on a social/family basis.  They each know their duties and 
learn to cohabitate together quite well and have kids even.  

At a certain point in life, men and women (esp. women) would 
rather fulfill their biological duty of being a mother and then focus 
on all those issues (which are a lot) instead of being available to 
look for a man because they’ve already found one.  That’s great but 
we’re talking about single, available women primarily here.

But, you’re going to have to sacrifice a lot as to who you are as a 
man if you choose to live with an empowered, beautiful Aphrodite 
and the relationship would be 50/50 at best.

When you maintain control and stop talking to her or walk away 
and show your independence, it’s taking away the essence of every-
thing she wants to connect with.  



This accelerates a�raction massively.  She may get angry at first 
but on the inside her body knows and she’ll probably come back 
around to you like a boomerang.

You look at a LOT of movies where what happens is the guy is a 
nice guy or a strong character, he’s interested in her, she isn’t in-
terested, they do get together, and then he does something and it 
makes it seem like he’s a jerk (ends up with another girl) or pu�ing 
her aside and then the dynamics changes to where she is a�racted 
to him DESPITE her storming off and being mad at him (it’s all in 
my model magnet charts) but in the end they make amends and get 
back together (except in Spider-man because it’s a trilogy).  

Two examples are Spiderman and Van Wilder.

Boy meets girl.  Boy likes girl.  Boy betrays girl.  Girl hates boy but 
is a�racted to him.  Boy makes amends in time for the happy end-
ing and next showing.

hehe.  She’s ATTRACTED to him because despite his infidelity he 
has a high character status where he is living his own independent 
life where (even other) women are a�racted to him.

She can’t get enough and men just don’t understand the depth of 
how her body and mind are feeling.

It’s like listening to your favorite song loud, pausing it and thinking 
it’s gone....and then ge�ing back into it.

Women know what this means when you give them a look and 
you’re ground in this continuum.  It’s up to them if they choose to 
repress their response, pretend to ignore you or start the natural 



game itself.  

Of course you can find out more directly by socially connecting 
with her.  I’m ge�ing a li�le too much into things right now so I’ll 
back off and keep it bigger picture (try to).

My ‘close ratio’ when I have made connections (usually they ‘just 
happen’ anyways) has always been higher than PUA’s because I’ve 
been in touch (midscale then) with the natural paradigm for a de-
cade now through my experiences of cultural differentiation with 
more naturally aligned women.

All women have this...it’s just that all the cultural social brainwash-
ing has influenced their social persona too much.  

You just have to connect with the natural part of them in order to 
score the most poontang or whatever you want to call it.  I teach to 
do it in respect as shown in the continuum.  Add value, don’t ‘take’ 
something.  It can all be done in respect.

Yes you can ‘casually’ bring her over to your place and ‘score’.  This 
is done when you are at the top of the natural which I teach.  There 
doesn’t have to be any trickery involved and newsflash; there isn’t 
supposed to be.

Are you starting to get how powerful the model magnet system 
is?  Can you begin to see what it can do for you if you just work on 
these areas and get them all handled?

With low character, you can’t possibly lead her through the process 
of a�raction because no ma�er how independent and wonderful 
she is, she’s seeing you as unable to hold it together and be essen-
tially ‘above’ her to please her.



Deeper into the Character Reality vs. Not

I have a belief that millions of women want me (or would once they 
met me and got to know me).  For me it’s a 100% fact and belief.  
How can I even say this?  

Because I am at the top of the chart on the natural/universal and 
independent.  I’m still polishing up my ability to make connections 
with any woman in front of me.

Most PUA’s would kick my ass right now when it comes to ap-
proaching hordes of women, but obviously..well, we know where 
I’m at on the most important part of the continuum and most of 
them just aren’t in touch with the pure/natural UNTIL they start 
having sex because statistically everything was against them until 
they started actually portraying a higher character status somehow.
  
Having that connection internalized and living in that reality all of 
the time will help you GET TO sex or develop a relationship/con-
nection with women faster.

This is all the art of the ‘natural’.  It’s the invisible ninja art of a�rac-
tion and you could say ‘seduction’ if only because it ends up in the 
result of sexual relations.  Seduction implies trickery.  

Pure naturalism on the accelerated path available today (without 
much consequence) allows the few men who embrace this path to 
experience an incredible lifestyle.

When you’re trying to ‘pick women up’ they sense and know where 
you’re coming from and they WILL put their shields up.  Being a 
natural, her defenses are o�en broken down before or as you go in 



for the connection because she’s already interested in you because 
you have a high character status.

It’s a WORLD of a difference and interestingly enough, it’s the way 
that it’s supposed to be and pre�y much always was (natural).  Just 
today, now you can actually experience fun/physical relationships 
without all of the long term connotations and expectancies denoted 
to having to marry each girl.  

It’s now socially ok for men AND women (Sex and the City) to have 
these kinds of relationships and enjoy them without having to wor-
ry about marriage.  

If you want SEX, then STOP COURTING HER.

If you were courting a woman, she’s going to withhold sex.  Yes, 
other experts have said this as well, but we’ve ALL experienced 
this.

From her point of view, why would she just give up sex to a man 
who could potentially be a long-term for her?  If you were her, 
you’d wait too and string this guy along for a while to go through 
the traditional courtship process of walking on eggshells/bubble-
wrap and not really being the true self with each other, all the time 
just wanting to throw this aside.

Your advantage is also that most men continue to ‘court’ a woman.  
This is boring.  Why?  Today’s women just want to have fun.  They 
want to be free and put all that junk aside.  They’ll get free meals 
out of a suitor and special a�ention but he ain’t ge�in’ any.

She’ll release her repression from all of this with a man she is natu-



rally a�racted to (o�en the CLOSEST one she can get).  This man 
can be you but you have to stop courting women if you’ve been.

Natural a�raction stems deeper than the socially developed ‘court-
ship’ procedure.  Marriage is an institution and our biological urges 
and desires are just plain rooted deeper than that.

Men biologically want to sow their seed and in nature certain alpha 
male’s will get all of the women while others get hardly any.  He 
doesn’t have any commitment to her.

Now I believe marriage is important to keep a family together, but 
still it’s hard to repress age old instincts in a man’s nature.

There’s so much sexual tension today especially if you’re ‘courting’ 
a woman.  She’ll end up giving you a hug a�er you pay for every-
thing and then she’ll run into the arms of the man she is naturally 
a�racted to who she doesn’t have to have pressures, worries, expec-
tations, commitment or dependencies with.

Just being the natural man and choosing AMP (accelerated mat-
ing program) you could experience many relationships with many 
women if you so chose.  Girls just want to have fun.  Remember 
that.  Write that down.

They are ge�ing bored of suitors chasing them and wussies not be-
ing able to control themselves in her presence (and even if he’d be 
ok once he got to sex with her, she can’t trust him to do that from 
what she sees).  

Women are also aware of guys who want to ‘get something’ from 
them...for example the energy of most PUA.  He can ‘turn it around’ 



if he’s good.  

But since she knows, she will put up her barrier to prevent him ini-
tially from ‘ge�ing any of this’.  He’s on the a�ack.  

A natural is so smooth and invisible in his ‘ninja’ game (ironically 
he actually gets to the point of really respecting her and her body) 
that her defenses are down and it can ‘develop from there’ (mean-
ing he’ll lead her in the direction towards fun/physical/sex).

A real uber-PUA will actually trigger what I talk about in the char-
acter continuum where he portrays the qualities that ma�er any-
ways.  But it all comes back to being a natural anyways and trigger-
ing the response in her which I am describing.

So digging into your own character continuum will allow you to es-
sentially embrace the natural/invisible way anyways (as it’s part of 
the universal/natural segment of your character).

You can’t escape the character continuum...you do have one and 
you are somewhere plo�ed on the chart.  And if you think you’re a 
player but you’re not, hey...

remember I said that there are absolute truth readouts and you can 
only get them from objectively looking at how women respond to 
you and knowing honestly where you stand on it.  

If I could actually develop a read-o-meter I’d be like willy wonka 
and that would be a peachy day.  But it all comes down to WHO 
you are, WHO you portray yourself to be (your true character or 
not) as most men really are NOT portraying their true character 
around women.  



Your beliefs will shine through when you do things to let women 
know..primarily rise up the chart and she will ‘know’.  

My belief of millions of women want me in part because I am con-
nected directly to the natural/universal quality which they all seek 
and not JUST my own ‘independent’ character (even though I know 
they would fall for that as well).  

Your character continuum represents the ‘total package’ of WHO 
YOU ARE and WHO YOU SAY YOU ARE to women and how you 
would communicate with them and how you DO communicate 
with them.

Every man has the right to his universal inheritance and under-
standing it I think, no ma�er what ANY feminazi might say.   

You NEVER have to apologize for being a man.

Once you are in touch with your place in the world (yes modern 
world too) and who you are and can be congruent with yourself all 
of the time, your success will compound and you will be a model 
magnet.

Every social environment I go in, I a�ract women and start ge�ing 
looks.  Their physiology starts to change, mine doesn’t anymore.  
I’m the rock, congruent and at the top of the chart.  

They know that I’m a man and can’t be thrown off by them.  I won’t 
change who I am for ANY woman.  How’s that for a challenge!  
What about you?  Do you know that there are still some incon-
gruencies in who you really are and how you react to women?  If 
you’re honest with yourself, you’ll probably agree.



Some men unfortunately actually really are so damaged in their 
psyche from their past experiences and the culture in which they 
were brought up that they ARE being congruent with themselves.  
And it’s the self that is low on the character continuum and creeps 
women out.

These guys REALLY have to get in contact with the Model Magnet 
system.  Then they can actually realign their life and grow properly 
(instead of becoming a social persona they’re not).
  
There is still massive hope for these men with the right training.  
They’re going to need more work but fortunately the model magnet 
system is basically all-inclusive in it’s scope.

It can get a man’s life BACK on track or start on track, no ma�er 
how old he is.  If he’s single, divorced, a 40 year old virgin, just 
wanting to get more women or higher quality women.

Most importantly it’s about becoming a be�er man which in rela-
tion to the continuum, will allow him to become a magnet to the 
types of women and people he wants in life AND knowing how to 
connect, handle and take those relations where he wants to go with 
those that will follow.

For actual interactions, you hardly need to say much at all when 
you do connect with her and the nonverbal communication be-
tween you both will be working at high speed.  This is how PURE 
the natural level of sexual communication is.  It’s age-old.

It’s as simple as even looking at her but you’re coming FROM the 
strong reality where you’re towards the top of the character contin-
uum.  



Her response to you will be VASTLY different from her response 
to a wussboy.  Is it her fault for being so ‘adaptable’?  She’s SUP-
POSED TO BE.  She’s supposed to protect HERSELF from choosing 
the wrong guy.  She will act differently around the men she’s inter-
ested in and a�racted to you.  It’s that simple.

I know you’ve seen it right in front of your eyes before.  Maybe you 
or a guy was rejected and her response to you was cold or harsh 
and then she ran off into the arms of another and responded VERY 
differently to him.  Do you get it now?

You have to be the rock as a man.  Rock steady.  Rock Force.
You want some examples of natural a�raction right here?  These are 
both cases of a character with high natural/universal whom she is 
a�racted to.  

In fact, the a�raction is so strong she’ll o�en HELP you/him take it 
to the next level.  It’s happened to me and you’ve probably experi-
enced it to, but that’s the ESSENCE of (the creation of) life itself.

So go to the movies ‘Bourne Identity’ and ‘Lionking’ (there are 
countless others I’m sure).  The scene where he’s finished dying and 
cu�ing her hair in the paris motel.  WATCH that entire scene where 
they don’t say a single word.  Describing it doesn’t do it justice.  

Watch how she playfully nudges him with her head.  

And when you watch The LionKing the next time, pay close a�en-
tion to the scene where Simba and Nala roll down the hill and then 
the look she gives him and how they interact.  



When you’re in touch with the natural/universal and realize how 
important this is in everything, it’ll send shivers down your spine 
and tears to your eyes.  

That is pure universal energy that you can harness as well.  It’s 
within all of us.

And because you’re a natural in the first place (when you recon-
nect and have your character continuum squared away), you’re go-
ing to take it to this level many times with many women (if you so 
choose).  

Or you can maintain it with a special one that you choose.
The LionKing is about the greatest analogy, ok ‘A Shark Tale’ as 
well that you can get to your natural power (which you and even I 
wasn’t fully aware of previously).  

I will talk about these in great detail in some of my future programs 
and especially in relation to the natural/universal because there is 
a LOT of universal/directly relatable and appliable truths going on 
that will help you become a much more powerful man of character.



Extrapolate This! & Your Image

Hey, girls are professionals at accentuating every single possible 
a�ribute they have physically.  Why not you?  There is a lot that 
can be done for ANY guy to improve his image, style and outward 
appearance.

And why take the time to do this?  To help a�ract and succeed with 
the opposite sex.  More specifically to make it a part of your char-
acter so that you are COMMUNICATING (nonverbally) to women 
the messages that they WANT to read when they are extrapolating 
and judging you.

Give them something to extrapolate that in combo with the rest of 
your character makes her think, “Hmm...I’ll at LEAST give him a 
chance to further prove himself.”

With your image (not the most important area) you can take ad-
vantage of this opportunity to further help balance your character 
out to give her the right first impression.  It can help you favorably.

It’s important to make your image and appearance a representa-
tion of yourself.  If you’ve never done it before; why hold yourself 
back?  The way I see it, is look through style and fashion and start 
finding things that YOU like and find cool.  This is a reflection of 
yourself.  

Create a swipe file of magazine pages, etc. and then start buying/
collecting those things and emulating that style as a part of your-
self.  

Find a fashion consultant, pay for a good hairstylist and start mak-



ing the change.  Ebay is a great place to buy these items (I’ve done 
it).  Do some research, set aside a budget.

What will help you make the transition is actually just focusing on 
pictures of these items and thinking about yourself and who you 
are.  Visualize wearing them and the type of man you are on the 
inside and want to show on the outside.  

Actually ‘see’ yourself walking into a social place pu�ing together 
the different items (or a particular one) that you’re wearing (it’s up 
to you if you visualize yourself naked walking into a place...what 
kind of body language would you have to have to pull that off? no 
pun intended.  

Despite probably ge�ing arrested though, there are guys that 
would make that work purely from their body language).

This whole process will really help you bridge the gap from your 
inner character to your outward appearance/image character be-
cause you are representing who you are (and you’re always grow-
ing) and you’re proud to show your true colors to people.

Be sure that you’re ready for the change and that you’re choosing 
to let the inner you finally out on the outside.  Making too big of a 
leap if you actually aren’t there internally or don’t think you could 
pull it off) may be too big of a step at first.  If that’s you take it slow-
er.  

But if there IS a great incongruency with your outward appear-
ance/representation and you haven’t paid much a�ention to it and 
thought you were dressing good and you do HAVE a strong inner 
self, there’s a GREAT deal that you can do and accelerate to fast.  



That was my case and I did things consciously to take a big leap 
forward in my external representation (in style and image) that re-
ally matched who I am as a person.  And it’s about time I did it too.

Doing this will be a more accurate representation of who you are; 
don’t be afraid.  It’s your life and showing your true colors and be-
ing confident is what’s going to massively help you a�ract women. 

If you’re style is a li�le more o�eat, then find things to represent 
that, otherwise there are all kinds of options you have available. 

Women respect men who have style and they can still be a�racted 
to.  Put together things or outfits and details that differentiate you 
from the herd.  You’re unique anyways aren’t you?  
Also, go for quality.  It’s be�er to have a few items of very high 
quality (esp. if you’re meeting different women in different envi-
ronments b/c they don’t know if you’re wearing the same thing) 
then a lot of items at mediocre quality.  

Make the investment because women KNOW quality and can point 
it out.  It’s an instant ‘Ooh..’ instead of ‘eww...’  And that’s what you 
want (the ooh).  

They ARE taking notes and if you ask them later about it (not rec-
ommended) and they’re honest, they’ll admit it.  I’ve done this but, 
ah purely so you can know that they do take notes.  

Seriously, I’ve personally confirmed this as well from Very a�rac-
tive women.

In the social growing process of just making connections with 
women to develop your interdependent character you can ASK 



them too what they noticed about you.

All these li�le details though will add up big time when she’s ex-
trapolating the smallest details and when you’re ‘owning it’, you’re 
raising your status on the right 2/5 of the character continuum very 
well.

If you see something that kind of represents a part of you but you 
see it in a different light than the ‘usual’ people that would be wear-
ing it.  Take it and make it your own and mix it with the rest of the 
style you have.

For example, taking a t-shirt or a cowboy buckle that someone else 
would wear and juxtaposing that into or against your style as part 
of who you are.  A lot of it’s crossover but it’s aligned to a real sense 
of style and being who you are.  Look at the trucker hat phenom-
enon for example.  

Look for new ways to ‘start something’ if you’re bold.  Also be 
aware of the newest, ho�est trends if you can and pick them up and 
be an alpha agent of change.  

I’ve naturally had this instinct to know ‘what works’ but I’ve never 
really stepped up to it (for many reasons) until recently full blown.
You can take some piece of fashion from one subculture of people 
and make it your own by mixing it with the rest of your more uni-
versal style.  

That says something and it’s not boring, it’s intriguing.  

Mix a li�le punk, rock’n roll, hip-hop, euro, pimp, indie, surfer, 
classy, metro together into your main basic style; or whatever you 
like.  (Don’t do all of those at once though, yikes).



There are men who wear certain items that are common among cer-
tain groups that wear them differently and in the greater sense of 
style anyways, that are infinitely more ‘with it’ than just the usual 
suspects which would not even turn a woman on. 

Take some of those elements and start mixing them together if 
you’re interested in at least a li�le of that and see how you can use 
it to pull together your own unique style.  

Women ‘get it’ when they see that you’re doing this and they really 
respect it.  You’re bold too.

When you’re congruent with this, you’ll be able to not only give 
women something to approach you about but you’ll start raising 
your status on the character continuum.  

You’ll be showing more of your true colors and giving all women 
more information to extrapolate and initiate the a�raction 
sequence.

Women are looking for men that match their expectational desire 
as in her F.A.R.M. and if you qualify on the other areas (natural 
and social), and are looking sharp, then she should be giving you a 
chance to show her more of your independent character as well.

I’ve been with women where we had NOTHING in common except 
the fact that we were sexual matches (gee that’s tough).  But I kept it 
on the natural/sexual level and it worked out.

All those women that aren’t your personality types but you want to 
get with physically, hey, just use my Model Magnet training...and 
give them something POSITIVE to extrapolate in tandem with ev-
erything else about you.



Is All of This Worth It?

So let me describe what it’s like to be the man at the peak of the 
character continuum and how women respond.

This is the guy that has his life together.  He knows how to please 
an unlimited number of women, is connected to the nonverbal/nat-
ural/universal paradigm of a�raction, is never thrown off by wom-
en no ma�er how beautiful she may be.

What’s it like when this guy walks in the room?  If he is effective at 
showing his character, his true colors and style as a true representa-
tion of who he is...He is naturally giving women the data they need 
to judge him through extrapolation.  

Whether he is aware of this or not (some men aren’t aware but are 
just living it), he is lacking any insecurity, can never be thrown off 
by the most powerful woman in the least, is a natural leader and 
survivor.

Women will start whispering and their heart will skip a beat.  A real 
man?  How rare today.

He is approximately one thousand times more desirable and 
unique than all of the other men if his character and ‘chi’ is peaked 
out naturally.  

On the inside or outside their jaws will be dropping and their de-
fenses will ALREADY be broken down.  He hardly has to ‘try’ be-
cause he has the natural favor and a�ention of the most desirable 
women.  Women KNOW he’s a catch and they start scrambling to 
show off ‘their’ best foot forward.



He can connect with any of the women he chooses to and usually 
has them come to him instead.  He is usually not the best looking 
guy in the place but..’there’s just something about him’.

Remember it’s about a man’s character and connection to his natu-
ral ability.  How else could Nick Nolte be named ‘sexiest man 
alive’?  He must have had some ‘character’.

I’ve seen women in front of me say ‘he’s so hot’ when it’s like Jack 
Black or someone.  Why?  They’re judging and sensing his character 
and not his looks.  But back to the club..

When he does interact with women, everything they have extrapo-
lated is confirmed...he really IS this guy (across all of the 3 spec-
trums that ma�er), and it clearly shows.  He is NOT afraid of any 
woman because he is founded on deep roots.

Some guys hide who they really are when interacting.  But this man 
is SHOWING so much even without saying a word because he’s an 
independent force in the universe that doesn’t need any external 
validation.  

She will take his presence, body language, style and even the small-
est details about him and fast forward that data into making intui-
tive judgments about him that are usually very accurate.

If he has ANY incongruencies in his character and what he’s repre-
senting, she’s going to pick that up as well.  The higher his level is 
on the chart, the more congruent he is with being in touch with that 
part of his character on the independent and interdependent over 
which he has personal control over.

He already has the universal/natural power of leverage on his side.  



It’s the essence of what women want and then he is showing ALL 
people wherever he goes, that he is comfortable in his own skin.  It 
is in the smallest details becomes who he is consumes every fiber of 
his being.

He is the real thing and doesn’t have to fake anything.  He just has 
to be true to himself in the independence portion of the continuum. 
His social persona and connecting with people can be a li�le more 
flexible as far as meeting women and who he talks to but he is al-
ways himself and communicating who he is in every li�le action 
and detail.  

It shines through in every li�le thing he does.  THIS is what women 
notice.  They’re noticing you’re character and seeing if you’re the 
package they’re looking for..much more important than looks alone.

Plus, when women start to gain more and more interest in him as 
he further proves who he is naturally (they’ll be sold on the inside) 
they become blinded by his overwhelming character and their at-
traction to him completely takes over in the natural realm and they 
continue to see him as more and more a�ractive.  (Beauty and the 
Beast).

Why?  How is this possible?  Because of his character and every-
thing it represents to HER.  A passion ignites within her that can’t 
be explained and she view him more and more a�ractive despite 
how he looks physically.  

She may become in danger of becoming dependent upon him emo-
tionally, etc. but a true man will keep the relationship interdepen-
dent and respect her; this makes her want him even more.

Women will respect a man for who he is when he is really 



BEING who he is despite his faults.  Just look at examples of men 
with strong realities (50 Cent, eminem, Colin Farrell, even Ben Lee, 
who?) who aren’t ashamed of who they are or make excuses for it.

Women will choose men based upon their characteristics and what 
they represent and communicate.  If she can find a man who has 
high character across the chart but is still ugly, she will be blinded 
by her a�raction or love for him which will grow through time 
(Beauty & the Beast, King Kong).

It’s a good idea not to repulse women at first but if you can develop 
your own character and work on your image as well, you will be 
communicating to a woman that you are a man who can spark and 
enflame the chemicals of a�raction for her.

She will WANT to be with you and because it’s your universal/nat-
ural ability and characteristic, you can represent this hope of desire 
for countless women by tapping into that part of them.

It’s a level above player.  Especially because you reach a point of re-
ally respecting women and they know that they can trust you to be 
a man around her.

IT’S WORTH IT.  The rewards are priceless I guarantee it.  This is 
the way it’s supposed to be except now it’s socially acceptable to 
accelerate this and have relations with countless women (who’s 
counting besides you?) without consequence or being thought of as 
an outcast.  In fact, sex is socially approved and R.S.D.A. approved.

Any price you can pay to get to the point of you yes YOU becom-
ing the man (and it’s easier than you think) would be worth the re-
wards and value in your life and to give that value to your choice of 
women.  Git’r dun.



Pre-Teen Girls: 
The Perfect Gauges of Your Character

I’ve noticed that if you want a good accurate guestimate of where 
you stand.  See how teenage girls react to you.  This can be extend-
ed family members maybe even or your sister’s friends.  

If you’re high on the character continuum, you’re going to get some 
obvious reactions.

Teenage girls and pre-teens just really wear their inner thoughts on 
the outside and it is very evident.  At Thanksgiving, I had a second 
cousin who had a crush on me I guess and I was hardly saying any-
thing and actually kind of avoiding her.

It’s just a good gauge of where you’re at.  So why aren’t older wom-
en and the ones we’re interested in (duh) acting like this?  Has it 
ever made you mad?

Well if you’re ge�ing signs from other girls who are responding to 
your character continuum and they’re just being themselves and 
all flirty (the a�raction is there as weird as it sounds), that means 
you’re being yourself.  

Especially do notice that you’re NOT a�racted to them and could 
care less, you’re really being congruent with your own reality 
which only amplifies THEIR a�raction to you.

Why not just be like this (your true self) all of the time?  What’s 
throwing you off?  Well, don’t let it.  That’s where your problem 
lies.



This will all be handled in the Model Magnet series but that’s what 
it comes down to, being yourself and having high character and not 
le�ing anything throw you off (no ma�er how ‘beautiful’ or ‘desir-
able’ she is).

You want your women to respond (at least on the inside) like with 
that level of a�raction don’t you?  Wouldn’t that kick ass where it 
counts?

But with older women, they have seemed to repress the li�le girl 
that’s inside primarily because of the harsh lessons they’ve learned 
of men that will just take advantage of that character trait of theirs 
in relationships like in high school, etc.

They develop a cooler, harder front and don’t show this side of 
them that easily but that li�le girl is still inside her.  That’s why the 
stronger your character is, the easier it will be to shake her world 
and for her to take notice.  

If she doesn’t notice you right away, then with your connection in 
your communications with her, she’ll slowly reawaken that ‘duh’ 
she is a�racted to you.  

Don’t hold this against them.  This is why it’s important to connect.  
Don’t ‘expect’ women to respond to you either.  Part of your energy 
is that you really are independent and you CAN please yourself if 
you know what I mean.

But pre-teen girls are the perfect judges of character and a�raction 
if you happen to be in those environments (family social events, ex-
tended outings, whatever).  



Their ‘a�raction’ to you can be plo�ed as well as your character 
continuum.  If even they aren’t responding to you (as judges) and if 
they are around, then you might have some more work to do. 

They’re not going just off of looks, they’re going off of character 
including your energy.  But it’s up to you if you want your kid 
sister’s friends to paint your fingernails or not and be giggling.



Boy Band A�raction Phenomenon

Notice how teenage girls go absolutely out of control in the 
thoughts or presence of their boy band heroes for example.  Notice 
the a�ractional relation here.  This is a�raction in it’s clearest form.  
(And as long as she’s a�racted to you, you’re ok).

The character (or even just filtered image/representation) these 
guys are representing (alpha male/natural/true colors) is portrayed 
and the response is MAGNIFIED in each girl because of the lever-
age of millions of other screaming girls just like themselves.  

This Universal portion of character amplifies their desire because 
these guys are icons of representation that they feel ‘connected’ 
with.  

The girls are the ones ‘adding value’ even if it’s all perceptional onto 
these guys so that they are the ones acting unnatural around them.  
How they ‘feel’ about their fantasy is undeniable.  

This is very real even though we look at it tongue-in-cheek.  Even-
tually they’ll ‘grow up’ but of course there always IS this li�le girl 
inside of her that responds to men of character (or character and 
true colors/leverage).

Her responses may be a li�le more subtle but she’ll still light her 
eyes up around men or even give the ‘bedroom stare’.

This phenomenon though, is generally how wussboys act around 
the ho�est, most beautiful women, except they lose self-control in a 
different way (melting or imploding) instead of screaming; young 
girls let it out.



PUA & the Bigger Picture

If you’re already a PUA/seducer practitioner it’s important for you 
to connect with these other areas which are more important when 
it comes to a�raction (whether you embrace it or not), and then ide-
ally you can use your technique skills (so�ened down even) on top 
of the natural paradigm of a�raction to become hyper-effective.

You have to be careful though b/c you may have to get rid of much 
of your superficial pick-up persona b/c it could be detrimental if 
you’re not congruent with your true colors.  This is some more ad-
vanced work right now but just le�ing you know.

You just have to accept that universal quality into your life to be a 
man throughout all of the confusion in today’s society to reach di-
rectly through to women and connect with them on this level as 
well.

If you can connect to apply the model magnet philosophy, you can 
become the man that almost all women want by connecting directly 
with what ma�ers and spend less time on superficial pick-up lines 
to try and ‘get somewhere’ with her where everything you do has 
to be perfect and even then it’s only triggering a doppler effect back 
into the independent and universal/natural levels of a�raction re-
sponse.  

That’s why she does end up going with some of them; it’s not be-
cause of the pick up line; it’s his character and portrayal of it.  It’s all 
in the formula/charts.

And I mean with all women..it is their gi�.  And looking good (and 



eventually providing sex and children/family care) is their way of 
keeping men interested in them.

For her, this is the most important thing;  she’s not looking for 
YOU...she’s looking for a man that primordially represents the nat-
ural paradigm of a�raction so she can get swept away in her physi-
ological psycho-sexual response to that man.

From there, she may be interested in a man’s independent character 
(can he take care of her, respect her and not turn into a dependent 
man-child around her) and then of course other aspects come into 
play that are more social and cultural in nature (on the right side of 
the continuum).

She also knows if you’re not able to represent her natural undeni-
able and unspoken desire for the natural paradigm because you’re a 
scared li�le wussboy that is intimidated and unstable being around 
her.  She is judging you on this.  

Men who have this universal essentially ‘masculine’ quality and 
aren’t thrown off by women is a desire stronger than any single 
man.  

You can tap into this desire by becoming that man and having that 
universal quality as part of what you bring to the table.

It’s this universal masculine/natural quality that drives her deepest 
decisions (o�en completely illogical in all other ways), and she’ll 
end up with guys that most guys would look at it and they just 
don’t get it.  

Well you can figure where he stands on the charts because other-



wise it wouldn’t make sense to be with an unhealthy guy and she 
wouldn’t do it.  Yes, I’m even explaining much of women’s illogical 
behavior right here.  

When you get that, it doesn’t have to bother you as much.  And 
when you understand everything on the le� side of the continuum, 
you will be at peace as a man and knowing your place in the world 
and in relation to ALL women.

The RESULTS you get of becoming a higher man of character (and 
you can specifically through my Model Magnet Training Program) 
are on a level of the results of the top seducers in the world without 
having to study all of the lines or memorize the techniques.

Become this man and your entire life will change and realign into 
one of power which will affect EVERY area of your life and effec-
tiveness as a man in this confusing world.

Thanks for keeping an open mind about this exciting possibility...
the results are o�en X-Rated as well.  It’s just about giving women 
what they want by aligning yourself and stepping up to the plate.

It’s not about having to trick them and before now there wasn’t re-
ally another way but I’m here to change that.



The Path Less Taken (or even understood)

You may not be ready for this.  I’m not saying you would have to 
disavow all knowledge of any pick-up artist proceedings but you 
could choose to start further educating yourself on building your 
full character, true colors, and your ability to a�ract women and 
lead the natural way with the Model Magnet system.  

You don’t have to be a ‘character’ or wear the hat with spinning 
lights to get a�ention (unless it really IS part of your inner character 
and you’re congruent with it) in order to have success. 
 
You don’t have to learn seduction.  If you want pure, real success 
that is mind-blowing then truly become a man of character yourself 
and facilitate all favor and leverage your way.  

It’s about the real chemicals between you and her.  Now, I must 
say the Model Magnet system will have a lot of a�raction accelera-
tors that will be very seduction/PUA friendly and extremely effec-
tive but I’m not planning on releasing them until (they’re done and 
proven first of all) men reach a certain level of training on the train-
ing continuum.

Women will actually HELP you when you are a man of high char-
acter.  And you’ll finally have cleared the other junk away so you 
can tune into the pure and magical natural level of communication.  

You’ll be able to look for signals that any women are giving you 
that gives you the ‘go’.  Then you go in for the social connection 
and further prove you basically are who you are (that’s what mat-
ters the most) without trying to ‘pick her up’ overtly; you do it 
naturally and invisibly taking her where she wants to go.  Plus you 



can never be rejected when you are this man and use this approach 
properly.  

They’ve seen you in the field as a man of character and she just 
wants to further prove that you are who you are transmi�ing that 
you are, that’s all.  You don’t have to synergize with her social per-
sona’s interests either, just be yourself at ALL times.

Most PUA’s will NOT take this path.  It’s too different, seemingly 
untested (when the opposite is true as most of the men in the world 
are pure naturals).  

They’re too used to doing what they’re doing, the systems they’ve 
learned and used.  They’ve seen some guys succeed and they’re 
happy with that.  

That’s fine for them but there’s a bigger game that’s going on and 
they’re just a bit player in it.  Model Magnet students are the big 
players by tapping into their pure natural ability to give women 
what they want.

Remember it’s the Character Continuum that counts and that’s 
what women undeniably are a�racted to and respond to in YOU.  
Find out where you are on it and you’ll be able to pinpoint WHY 
and WHERE you haven’t been successful in the past.

You also see what obviously works with my charts so you can 
know exactly what areas you need to work on or improve.  This 
may mean switching your entire game or philosophy around as 
well to align yourself to real power and natural a�raction.

Don’t forget:  Universal/Natural ->Independence ->Interdependence



Model Magnet Summary

This was all meant as an overview to the Model Magnet System 
and philosophy.  Model magnet itself can mean many things.  Orig-
inally I thought of it to a�ract the most socially desirable women 
(who in many cases really aren’t the most desirable women by far) 
but it can mean whatever you want it to.

In fact I had a breakthrough and realized that it’s my role to teach 
men to become THE Model of A�raction (and desire) for women.

It’s the equivalent to female ‘models’....a man of high character is 
what women desire just as much as you desire beauty.  So if you 
can become that men, you will have countless women who you 
know you can add value to, and your entire reality will change be-
cause they’ll actually make things easy for you.

So it’s about YOU being the model for women and giving them 
what they want.  Who knows what the media will spin it as.

YOU are the model.  YOU are the magnet.

Also the descriptions and diagrams I am calling ‘models’.  They are 
models of our interpersonal reality and the first known model of at-
traction itself.  

The character continuum is completely central.  It is centered 
around you, it is objective and nevertheless a female perspective on 
things as well; it has all benefits.

The closer the man is on the character continuum to what a woman 
responds to and desires (higher character), the stronger the magne-
tism will be.



Once you are SO in touch with your place as a man in the universe 
and in relation to everything else, you will become more powerful, 
respectful, humble and effective than ever before in your life, espe-
cially when relating to women.

It’s your right to embrace this knowledge at what may be your only 
opportunity (now) or to continue to live in a fast-paced and essen-
tially unnatural ‘forced’ reality without ever finding out your true 
roots.

Hey, it’s exciting AND distracting out there but if you don’t ‘SEE’ 
your place in life and internalize it to see and live in the natural 

paradigm of a�raction, it’s not ever going to happen.  
This means that your success with women will continue to be lim-
ited and your life never reaching it’s full potential.

So where does a guy take things from here?  Can this reality of nat-
ural/independent/social success with women be a�ainable?

What I’m working on in 2006 is completing the comprehensive 
Model Magnet educational series (tentative title).  Of course, your 
instructor is the natural sage and leads by example..git’rdun.

Where it is charted on the graph is the specific area/s that it covers 
that will GET YOU to that level as long as you accept and embrace 
the teachings and then internalize and apply them to become that 
man.

Here is a diagram of the currently completed Model Magnet 
Training Solutions as well as the upcoming releases.  Most 
importantly here for you, is that you can see where each of the 
training solutions fits.  



You will rise up your own character continuum and realign your-
self to the lifestyle and power you were meant to live.

The Model Magnet System is the first system ever to actually ex-
plain and SHOW the process of a�raction.  And going through the 
full on course training from le� to right may possibly be the best 
investment you could ever make in yourself.  

It will be ajourney.  You know where you stand and how important 
YOUR character continuum is in a�racting women and having suc-
cess with them and in life.  Actually LIVING that reality is priceless.



I encourage you to seek the right training resources that are aligned 
to your maximum potential and those that will take you directly 
there and teach you what it takes to be the most successful with 
women and in life.

If you can find other product solutions from experts in other areas, 
GO FOR IT!  Just keep in mind the truth of the relational model of 
a�raction and the character continuum and always come back to it.

Personally, I’d like to say...

No other guru has come this close to achieving the most powerful, 
all-inclusive and effective training program for you to accelerate 
your success in the short-term and continue to grow in long term 
prosperity with women and in life.

You can also be a magnet to a�ract your model or ideal of what 
women and her character you would like into your life.  You can 
also be a magnet to a�ract other people, money and causes into 
your life as well as repel those things which are opposite from the 
character and energy you are pu�ing out.

Remember what women want is a man who represents all 3 peaks 
in the character continuum.  

She is looking out for herself but you can be the guy who has these 
a�ributes and she could fall (in love with) for you immediately 
or even more deeply when she looks past just your universal rep-
resentations and discovers the real you (independent) and your 
depth.

Or if you’re just looking for s-e-x, Model Magnet has you covered.  
But remember that I teach to add value and respect women.  



Since so many of them are looking for fun and just want guys to be 
normal around them (and ideally a�ractive in character like you 
will be), sex is now a healthy alternative to relieve their own sexual 
frustrations and repression.  

Those choices will be up to you to lead and her to follow in a mutu-
ally consenting adult relationship (and get your phreak on).  Some-
times they may be so turned on that they will even do the leading 
straight to sex but you’ll know how to spark and continue a�rac-
tion with women.

Remember I have tapped into and discovered universal/historical 
wisdom that is greater than myself and therein lies the leverage for 
your effectiveness and power.  

The good news is that I also throw in a lot of my own experiences, 
stories and insights/angles to really balance it out as well.  I’ve 
definitely got my own edge and style which will come through.

So, I invite you to join me on this journey because the Model 
Magnet system will be the absolute closest DIRECT link for 
handling each of these specific areas on YOUR character 
continuum.

If you don’t know where you stand, keep studying the character 
continuum and look at where you really are at when it comes to 
a�racting women, having sucsex and pu�ing a pinpoint on YOUR 
status across the character continuum.

I have introduced you to the fantastic truth that is happening with 
or without your knowledge.  I encourage you to harness the powers 
that are in your favor instead of living blinded another day in a so-



ciety which has wrought a great paradox between men and women 
and interpersonal fulfillment.

The Model Magnet system (should you accept the journey and 
path) will allow you to reach your full potential in EACH of all of 
these areas that count and will let you a�ract the most beautiful, 
desirable women into your life for a complete fun win/win situa-
tion or even marriage.

Make sure you stay involved in my email lists as well and allow 
some time to let the character continuum soak in because that’s 
where it’s all at.  If you’re still confused on the Relational A�raction 
Model, I’ll be explaining it more in the future.  

Feel free to let me know what questions you have about the Model 
Magnet system.

I believe it could and should singlehandedly change the disparity 
between men and women in interpersonal fulfillment across entire 
countries.  

Harness the power for yourself and give women what they want 
while a�aining the highest level of your fantasies in reality.

Rion Williams  
‘The Sage’     
rion@modelmagnet.com                             www.modelmagnet.com    

3000 Sage Road.
Suite 1265    
Houston, TX  77056                                      713-439-7044

http://www.modelmagnet.com


The Model Magnet Training System

This is the direct system that will allow you to expand and reach 
your highest possible character status and potential as it relates 
directly to ALL of the issues that ma�er (esp. in success with 
women and maintaining her a�raction).

The products here are directly related to working with you first on 
understanding the power that you should have here, clearing up 
any backwards social programming you’ve received, overcoming 



past failures or bad experiences and finally overcoming any 
incongruencies or fears.

This is the complete Jedi level training from ‘the Sage’ (me).  If you 
embrace the complete training and take on the challenge, not only 
will your level of success skyrocket beyond any other system or 
training out there, but you will be more aligned, powerful and ef-
fective as a man in who you are supposed to be.

You will be able to a�ract and succeed with perhaps some of the 
most beautiful women in the world.  All of my training will cover 
everything you need to know.  No one else does it like this playah.
Pick and choose if you would like to work on a certain area or if 
you think that you can get that training somewhere, go ahead but 
keeping it MM will ensure your success.

You will start seeing results immediately because of the power and 
impact that is in each of these programs; it’s all universally aligned 
and time-tested, even PROVEN in fact (in the charts) of the most ef-
fective men in the world with women.  

Respect this power and I encourage you to embrace all of the train-
ing if you feel that you should.  

It will be easier than you think because the universal/natural is al-
ready within you; we just have to get you clearly in touch with it 
and your potential to harness it to a�ract women massively to you 
(stronger than any other program, pheromone or any of your com-
petition).

Taking on the challenge will be nothing less than empowering and 
transformational; worth several times the investment you’d make.



The reason I went skydiving was because I was afraid of it; I knew 
that I had to overcome that fear because I was stronger on the uni-
versal/inside than that external action of avoiding it.  

So when I actually went to do it, I was surprised at how fearless I 
was riding up to 14,000 feet.  If there’s something you KNOW you 
should do, DO IT.

When it comes to women, it’s not how you look or how much mon-
ey or even social status you have, it’s your total character and how 
you make her feel.  
She WILL respond differently to different men purely based on his 
character independent of his looks.  And this means who she has 
sex with.

BECOME ‘the man’ (who you really are meant to be) and also give 
women what they want and you will get to a level where you won’t 
even have to try and it all happens.  And I tell you it feels good (in 
many ways).  

Other men won’t get it and you can actually SHOW them why 
(that’s up to you).

So I’m going to look at the Character Continuum (and by now I 
think you know how important it is DIRECTLY to your success 
with women AND who you are as a man).

Looking directly at the Character Continuum, I’ve basically filled 
in my current Model Magnet training programs as well as future 
planned releases.



They are located in the vicinity of the type of training they 
specialize in.  This will further help you to really work on that 
specific area of your own character.  

So I’m going to go into a short preview/synapse of each of the trans-
formational programs within the Character Continuum itself just to 
give you a li�le background of what you can expect.

‘A�raction Defined’ Online Videos

This training is so new that I haven’t even been able to update it on 
the Model Magnet Training Continuum.

These instantly available online Flash videos covering the 
‘Character Continuum’, the ‘Female A�raction Response Model’ 
and the ‘Relational Model of A�raction’ are a great starting point 
for you.

It may seem like studying pick-up lines is the answer but it really 
isn’t (and hopefully you’ve seen that by now).  The most effective 
answer for you is to understand the reality of a�raction (a reality 
that up until now, NO expert has been able to define).

Seeing these almost 3 hours worth of online videos covering the 3 
models of a�raction that define ALL men, women and their interac-
tions (and success or failure) will give you an awareness and awak-
ening like no other man has been able to see.

You’ll know where you have been going wrong, why you have 
been inconsistent and why you have succeeded.  Most importantly 
you’ll SEE and know how to become the model of a�raction for 
women and begin to reach your true potential.  Click on this link.

http://www.modelmagnet.com/rmasample.htm
http://www.modelmagnet.com/rmasample.htm


Men’s Guide to Women eBook

Covering the scope of the universal/natural/sexual portion of a 
man’s character, this eBook breaks down all barriers of confusion 
and frustration while living in a mad, crazy, upside down ‘forced 
reality’ world of relations between men and women today.

This eBook will get you to a point of clarity and undertanding with 
where you fit into society, what has been held back from you and 
essentially has you brainwashed.  

You will see why millions of men and women are so frustrated, 
why we have 40 year old virgins, where all of this came from, and 
so much more in this life-awakening 352 page eBook.

It is the first step beyond this in gaining more leverage and power 
for yourself and choosing whether to continue down the way of 
the model magnet/man of high character path.  I get right down to 
the root of the issues here and break away all barriers.  You will be 
dumbfounded as to the power you can have and what is so screwed 
up about our societies today (yet you can use to your advantage).

All customers will receive FREE updates and revisions of the ‘Mens 
Guide’ ebook.  To find out more and start on the journey, click here.

Overcoming Fear of Aphrodite’s Audio Program

This 5+ hour audio cd program is already complete.  The areas in 
which is covers on the character continuum primarily resolve in the 
universal/natural and the independent character.

It can also be extended to your own interdependence and your abil-

http://www.mensguidetowomen.com/fearlessness.htm
http://www.mensguidetowomen.com/fearlessness.htm
http://www.mensguidetowomen.com/what_women_want.htm
http://www.mensguidetowomen.com/what_women_want.htm
http://www.mensguidetowomen.com/fearlessness.htm
http://www.mensguidetowomen.com/fearlessness.htm
http://www.mensguidetowomen.com/fearlessness.htm


ity to connect to women as well.  

Overcoming fear or ge�ing rid of confusion is something that many 
men are denying that they even have when they are constantly con-
fused and frustrated around empowered and extremely beautiful, 
desirable women.

Owning up to the fact that you want to understand it and gain back 
the power yourself so that you actually have a chance with them 
and they can finally respect you and be a�racted to you is a noble 
thing to do.  

This program will shake your very foundation and will probably 
forced you to cry from the revelation and level you will reach of 
understanding and fearlessness around any and all women.

Natural Success with Women Audio Program

This is a very comprehensive and in-depth look at success with 
women, dating and a�raction from the ground up.  It’s the audio 
version of the ‘Men’s Guide to Women’ but even more powerful 
and impactful in a different format (20 audio cd’s).

This program will completely transform your outlook on who you 
are as a man in relation to women.  The art of the natural is that of 
the level of a real Casanova.  

This is uberplayer material and is extremely comprehensive on the 
universal game, inner game and touches a li�le bit on the outer/so-
cial game as well.  

You can see where it stands in relation to the chart.  This product 



will be released in February 2006 and is currently ready for packag-
ing and preparation.  

Stay in the email loop and I’ll let you know when you can find out 
more about this comprehensively complete (universal-indepen-
dent) program and start applying it yourself.  

No other program reaches this level of depth and relatability to 
your character and success with women.

Connections

More important than ‘approaching women’ or ‘sarging’, 
‘connections’ will train you on the high level art of 
interdependence.  This includes actually ‘approaching’ any woman 
you can imagine, knowing what to say to her, doing it fearlessly, 
ge�ing her contact information, never ge�ing rejected and having 
her interested in you.  

It’s that simple and it’s based on the character continuum and your 
growth as a high status, high character alpha male.  Once you have 
embraced and risen your value on the universal/natural and inner/
independent you can move towards interdependence/social PROP-
ERLY and with MASSIVE effectiveness.

This program will teach even shy men how they can connect with 
not only people but get consistent success with the most desirable 
women anywhere they go in the world (even if you DON’T know a 
word of her language).

Also it will teach you the nonverbal level of connecting with a 



woman without words and how to take advantage of opportunities 
where women approach you.  

All of this is done on top of your natural control and living in your 
own reality of high character value.  Connecting with people is the 
most important thing you can do in life and this program will allow 
you to become a professional at it and live a life of value (including 
lots of sex) that you can only imagine.  

It will also teach you how to network and connect with people of 
high status, including celebrities, millionaires, the ho�est women 
(of course), superstars, promoters, etc.  Don’t expect this program to 
be cheap either.  

Release Date:  ?? 2006
True Colors

When I do produce this program, it is one that I also am going to 
be very proud of.  You know who you are as a man on the inside; 
when you can show this in everything you do and represent it on 
the ‘outside’ it can be known as ‘true colors’. 

Those men that exercise their true colors shamelessly are not only 
model magnets but are the most loved and a�ractive (b/c of their 
character) people in the place.  Be this man and women will woo 
over you.

This program will teach you how to take YOUR inner character and 
value (independent and now universal as well) and portray it on 
the outside in how you dress, act, speak and communicate or con-
vey who you are.  There is no other program like this in existence as 



far as I know.  Release Date:  April 2006 (tentative).

Extrapolate This! (Bitch)

Ok, the ‘bitch’ part is optional and meant a li�le tongue in cheek.  
It’s about aggressively and proactively taking your image and style 
to another level; one that more fully represents who you are and 
communicates your true colors/inner character to women and peo-
ple.  Release Date:  May 2006 (tentative)

1001 Openers & A�raction Accelerators

The one program that I know so many people will want to just get 
through to and ‘blow their wad’ to have.  I am seriously considering 
making it available only to Model Magnet students who have gone 
through a certain minimum requirement of training just to prove 
that (yes I am the Sage), but that what you say doesn’t ma�er.

However, using these unique a�raction accelerators and openers 
on top of the model magnet training or anyone who has a real high 
character status and congruency, will allow about the fastest ever 
success with women (esp. when combined with AMP).

AMP (Accelerated Mating Program)

The most Jedi of true player way.  The direct and honest approach 
when done with a high character value and congruency will lead 
you to the most pussy you’ve ever had in your life.  Plus you can 
never get rejected.



This is my version and experience with it but props go to Brent 
(AbsolutePowerDating.com) for clarifying this approach even 
though I was doing it before I heard about it.  Release Date: ???2006

Live Seminar Training

When the demand is there in quantity of men, I will be able to start 
doing live seminars and fi�ing them into my schedule.  It is inevi-
table so just stay in the loop!

Personal Consulting

Due to the amount of time involved, I may or may not open this 
option up to students but it will not be cheap.  But it will be worth 
it to any man who does it - guaranteed.

In-Field Work

This phase of training may be developed to cover the entire charac-
ter continuum but primarily focusing on the social/interdependent 
side and effectively making connections with desirable women in 
any environment.  This may not be available until 2007.

_______________________

When I complete all of the foundational training programs across 
the continuum I will offer them in a complete package.  You can ref-
erence them and see where they apply in the training continuum to 
help you with your own improvement and progress along.

In the future (as it is the training ‘continuum’ I will add more and 
more detailed products in to help sharpen your skills and high level 
finesse at all levels and move to the live training/seminars/work-



shops.  

If you become a customer of any product you will receive prior-
ity discount options so don’t worry about paying more by buying 
them separately.

Thanks for looking into this entire system; give it a chance.  Few 
men in the world live on the level of high character across the 
charts.  

Even the most powerful men in the world, many of them don’t have 
as high a character as you can have once you embrace and easily 
apply the training which is leveraged in your favor to work.  

You’ll always have an idea of where you stand in the charts, plus 
you’re now aware of the universal truths that this is happening (my 
interpretation of it..pre�y accurate actually) whether you choose 
‘the path’ or not.  

It’s not for everyone.  Keep an open mind and let me know your 
thoughts!

Following are all of the diagrams for your review.  Don’t worry if 
you don’t understand them all.  

In the future I will have some proper DVD training on them I am 
quite sure and release some vector charts and even flash videos.

Rion Williams  
‘The Sage’     
rion@modelmagnet.com                             www.modelmagnet.com    

http://www.modelmagnet.com/enter.htm


So click on any of the links above to find out more about each of the 
currently available training programs.

Above all:  Make sure you are in the email loop and stay there!



Additional Diagrams/ Appendix
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Sample Character Readouts
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Note the man’s character is inverse to hers and is the 
source of the stimulus
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Character Foundation - Effectiveness
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